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No. 232

BEPRY PICKERS STRIKE
Marquette, Mich., Aug. 8 A unique
strike is in progress In the Dead river
country, uorth of Ishpeming, where
the blue berry pickers have rebelled
reduction in wages,
against a,
The buyers of the fruit have cut the
price to $2 from $2.50 a bushel. Jh
pickers are still at work but are stor
ing their berries. They have perfect
ed an organization and unless the for
PROSPECTS FOR FINAL BALLOT mer price Is restored they will ship REFUSES TO ANSWER STANLEY'S
QUESTIONS IN 8TEEL TRUST
to the city commission house direct
BEFORE
NIGHTFALL GOOD
for storage.
Hundreds of cases of
INQUIRY
THIS AFTERNOON
the fruit have been coming from the
district ' weekly.
THE HEARING IS DEADLOCKED
FIGHT RAGES OYER RECALL

10

SENATE

PERKINS

VOTE

STATEHOOD

AN

nt

FICKLE

FOR AND AGAINST

DEBATES
ZONA'S

HUSBAND ARRESTED
San Francisco, Aug. 8. An order of COMMITTEE'S CHAIRMAN THREAT
extradition wa9 made by the United
ENS TO COMPEL HIM TO
States commissioner today In the case

ARI-

RADICAL CONSTITU-

TALK
Goodner, a salesman of
Houston, Tex., who deserted his wife
and ran away with his stenographer.
SUMMONED BEFORE THE HOUSE
IS DENOUNCED BY CRAWFORD Anna Block, who is detained
here aa
a witness. The arrest was made un
DIRECTOR AND
LIFE
SOUTH DAKOTA SENATOR MAKES der the white slave act and Goodner
will contest
extradition on
the
INSURANCE PRESIDENT IN
IMPASSIONED PLEA FOR ITS
grounds that he had no intention of
TIGHT PLACE
ELIMINATION
taking the girl in aa immoral resort.
TIONAL

CLAUSE

f M.

C.

T

The debate
statehood
resolution was resumed in the senate
today, with the prospect of a final
vote before nightfall.
An attack oa the recall of judges
clause In the Arizona constitution was
made by Senator Crawford of South
Dakota.
"I believe in the people," he said,
"but they need self restraint built
out about them to protect them from
the passions of the moment. Do we
want our judges aad executive off!
cers submitted to the chance of be
ing recalled by a temporarily mad
dened mob?"
Senator Clapp of Minnesota attack
ed the Nelson substitute, eliminating
the Judiciary recall provision In the
Arizona constitution, and was followed by Senators Held of Missouri
and Owen of Oklahoma, who spoke
along the samtf lines. Senator O'Gor-maot New York, democrat. , was
ltterly opposed to the recall feature.
Washington,

a the New

r,

"

STEAMER CATCHES FIRE
Toledo, O., Aug. 8. When flames
enveloped the bow ot the F. H. Princess, a wooden steamer bound from
Detroit to Cleveland, the vessel hastily put back to Kellers Isle today and
reached shore before the fire got beThree sand suckers
yond control.
The
coon extinguished the blaze.
Princess was badly damaged.

HANDCUFFED

MEN

JUMP FROM TRAIN
WHILE SHERIFF DOZED,
THIEVES MADE

DESPER-ATEUCATTL-

E

ESCAPE

Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 8. While handcuffed together, James Blackburn and
Jack Langham, being taken to Cheyenne, Wyo., to Tascosa, Tex., by Sheriff Armstrong of Oldham county, for
stealing stock, escaped at Br'agdon,
Colo., at 3 o'clock this morning. Sheriff Armstrong fell asleep and the
men walked from their seats without
being stopped by any one of the fifty
passengers.
CLARK CHOSEN

ATTORNEY

At a regular session held this morning Herbert W. Clark was chosen by
the board of trustees of the Las Vegas land grant aa its attorney, to succeed Louis C. Ilfeld. Mr. Clark will
begin his Dew duties at once. Mr.
Clark is a young 'awyer of experience, being assistant to United States
Attorney- David J. Leahy. Mr. Ilfeld
was attorney for t&e board which retired July' L He held his office during the past month, bo action having
been taken by the board In the matter of selecting an attorney at Its
first meeting. Frank Roy, the secretary, will hold office until his
or the selection of a suc-- ,
cessor.
-

'

MEETING OF I. O. O. F.

' New Glasgow,

"N.

S.,

Aug.

8.

Scores or delegates uu noiiu. i.m
provpoints throughout the Maritime
annual
the
attend
to
here
inces are
sessions of the I. O. O. F. grand
h
and
lodge. Grand Encampment
The deliberations
assembly.
of the several bodies began today and
will continue over tomorrow and
Thursday,

DOCTOR HAS CLOSE CALL

8.

Aug.

Mexico-Arizon- a

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 8. Dr.
Solomon L. Burton, city physicaln,
was driving through the streets o f
the city at noon today when a solu
tion of acids in his
riiie In
contact and exploded. The piysichin
was
escaped injury but the buggv
partly destroyed and the horse was
saved from burning tp death by the
prompt action of spectators

RAILWAYS

JOIN TO

BEAT ROCK ISLAND
1

SOUTHERN
PACIFIC'S POSITION
IN SOUTHWEST ALSO MENACED BY MOVE

Los Angeles, Aug. 8. A railway
war, tne end or which may be to bot- tla up the Southern Pacific in the
southwest, shut off its direct eastern
connections with the Rock Island and
force it to build a new connection
and outlet over the old Durango "cutoff," took definite shape yesterday
when It was announced that the El
Paso and Southwestern, a Phelps-Dodg- e
has
appropriated
holding,
$2,700,000 for the immediate construction of an extension from Fairbanks,
Ariz., to Tacna. Aligned against each
other In this war which promises to
be the fiercest since the days when
the Harrimans waged battel against
the Salt Lake in the Meadow Valley,
Wash., or, since the Santa Fe invaded
the Southwest, are the millions of
Santa Fe, the Rock Island and the
Phelps-Dodg- e
Interests and those of
the Harrlman Interests.
inThe plans of the Phelps-Dodg- e
terests and the Santa Fe, which have
combined to battle against the Southern 'Pacific, are even more extensive
than heretofore told. From Tucson It
is planned to build as the crow files
to Port Lobos on the Gulf of California and thus give another tide water
terminal to the Rock Island, the
Phelps-Dodg- e
and the Santa Fe lines,
with a short cut from the Pacific and
Far East that will be better by a
considerable reduction of distance
than the line now being built by the
Orient railway from Topolobampo on
the gulf to Kansas City and Chicago.
.

POULTRY

RAISERS

IN

DENVER

Washington, Aug. 8. George W.
Perkins, a director of the United
States Steel corporation,
former
chairman of its finance committee and
a former partner of J. P. Morgan and
company, appeared today before the
house committee of Inquiry into the
United States Steel
corporation.
Richard V. Llndabu'ry, counsel for the
steel corporation, accompanied htm.
Edgar A. Bancroft, of Chicago, coun
sel for the International
Harvester
company, of 'which Mr. Perkins is a
director and chairman of the finance
committee, also was present.
Mr. Perkins
and the committee
were deadlocked over the persistence
of Chairman Stanley of the commit
tee that the witness should answer
questions rotating to his participation
m campaign contributions.
Chairman Stanley produced a copy
of the minutes of the steel corpora
tion's executive committee, showing
that In March, 1912, Mr. Perkins pro
posed a plan to ralBe S50,000,0OO
without cos tine the corporation a
cent. The financial achievement was
to have been attained by taking up
about forty per 'cent of the preferred
stock or about $200,000,000, costing
$14,000,000 a year in dividends at 7
0
per cent, and to issue instead
e
of second mortgage
bonds; these would have added
In new money and would have
returned to the corporation $1,500,000
a year. There was nothing In the
minutes to indicate that the plan had
been carried through although It apparently met with the approval o f
those present at the meeting.
Angered by the continued refusal
of Mr. Perkins to testify, regarding
either (percampaign contribution
sonally or through his connecton with'
the New York Life Insurance company, Chairman Stanley Intimated to
Mr. Perkins that he had better appear before the bar of the house at
its next session if he would "avoid
the aecesslty of the chairman resorting to radical authority."
Mr. Stanley said then it would be
up to the house to determine whether
the committee had exceeded Its powers into .going into campagin contributions or whether the witness was in
bsorute contempt of congress.
'

$250,-000,00-

five-thre-

h

x

ATTACK

PILTCHED ONLY 75 BALLS
Los Angeles, Aug. 8. It was declared here today by sporting writers that "Flame" Delhi, premier
pitcher of the Los Angeles Coast
league baseball team, had established a
new world's record in the game Sunday with Portland. Djjhl pitched but
seventy-fivballs for the nine innings, as against 103, the former record. In the first inning he pitched
but four balls, and in the second five. DE LA BARRA SAID TO HAVE
His control throughout was perfect
SUMMONED JOSE YVES LIMAN-TOUDelhi goes to the Chicago Americans
HOME FROM PARIS
next year.
,

CONDITIONS

IN

MEXICO BEYOND
ALL CONTROL

e

IOWA POSTMASTERS MEET
PHYSICI- AFTER EXAMINATION,
Marshalltown, la.. Aug. 8. Mar
ANS DESCRIBE CONDITION AS
shall town extended cordial welcome
SATISFACTORY
today to the third and fourth class
postmasters of Iowa, assembled here
for their eighth annual state conven HEART
LANGFORD VS. JIM SMITH
IS FAIRLY
STRONG
tion. The officers in charge of the
New York, Aug. 8. Sam Lang-forconvention are President Charles O.
who is regarded generally as
Barry of Walker, Vice President A. RESPIRATION ALSO REASONAB the most likely opponent ot Jack
M. Henderson of Story City and SecLY GOOD CONSIDERING AGE
Johnson to the world's title, will be
seen in action at the Fairmont A. C.
retary L. L. Reynolds of Little Sioux.
AND STOUTNESS
In this city tomorrow night for the
HEARING ON DRINGING CUPS
first time in several months. His
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 8 The state ABSOLUTE REST IS ORDERED opponent will be "Farmer Jim"
board of ipublic utilities commission
Smith, the
fighter, who has
ers at a special meeting today listenas a hard
a
of
reputation
something
AGED PONTIFF MUST REMAIN IN- ed to suggestions of representatives
hitter, though he Is not likely to give
DOORS UNTIL HE FULLY
of the railroads for a solution of the
the "Boston Tar Baby" much trouble.
RECOVERS
drinking cup problem, arising from
the new state law prohibiting the use
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
of common drinking cups on trains or
Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 8. One of the
Rome, Aug. 8. Dr. Potaccl, his pri
in other public places In New Jersey. vate
physician, and Dr. Marchlafava, biggest events in the golfing world
consulting physician at the Vatican, of this year, the annual championship
NAGEL SPEAKS AT HOUGHTON visited
Pope Pius today and made a tournament of the Eastern ProfesHoughton, Mich., Aug. 8. Secre- thorough examination of the patient sional Golfers' association, was betary of Commerce and Labor Nagel, Later they described the condition of gun on the links of the Rumson Counas the personal representative
of the
over tomorpontiff as relatively satisfactory. try club and will continue
President Taft, was the principal
His Holiness has suffered a throat row. The list of entries, though not
some
in affection, recovery from the weaken- so strong numerically as In
speaker today at the exercises
celebration of the twenty-fiftanni ing effects of which was retarded to former years, is of a Quality that Inversary of the Michigan College Of a certain extent by the recent ex sures some keen competition.
Mines.
treme heat Yesterday he suddenly
exhibited unexpected weakness, neNAVY YARD VIEWED
cessitating perfect rest. Today's exSENATOR FRYE OF
amination reevaled a heart fairly
strong and respiration reasonably
GY ADMIRAL TOGO
of
MAINE IS STRICKEN good considering the shortness
breath common to persons' who are
advanced in years and stout. The THE DISTINGUISHED JAPANESE
OF SENATE pulse was rather intermittent and the
PRESIDENT PRO-TE8PENDS BUSY DAY SIGHTSEEIN
UNEXPECTEDLY
DIES
temperature slightly above normal.
ING IN WASHINGTON
Absolute rest for the pontiff has
WASHINGTON
been ordered.
Washington, Aug. &. Admiral Togo
Washington, Aug. 8. Senator Wil
visited the Washington navy
yard
liam P. Frye f Maine, president pro
SAN SABA'S FIRST TRAIN
shops
today. Inspected tia machine
tem of tii sonata and one of the
San Saba, Tex., Aug. 8. A big and
and
odrnance departments
most widely .known men In public parade and civic celebration
were watched a company of marines
at
life in the country, died suddenly this held here today in honor of the ar
drill. Later he was scheduled to see
afternoon.
rival of the first train over the new the
the
congressional library and
branch line of the Santa Fe. A
and it was expected that he
William Pierce Frye was born in special train over the new line from capitol
would look in on both houses of con
Lewiston, Me., September 2, 1830. He Temple brought a large delegation of
while In session. The program
was graduated from Bowdoln college business men from that place to take gress
for
the
day included a luncheon by
Senator Frye studied part in the celebration.
Me., in 1850.
Assistant Secretary of State Huntinglaw and practiced that .profession. In
tour in
ton Wilson and a sight-seeinhis early career he was a member of
the afternoon. Tonight the last of
1869
1867
senate.
to
From
the state
four state dinners given in his hon
he was attorney general. In 1864 GATES' CONDITION
or
will be tendered by Acting Secrehe was a, presidential elector on the
of the Navy Beekman Wlnthrop.
tary
republican ticket,- For four consecuTomorrow he will continue his JourFOR
CHANGES
WORSE
tive times, beginning with 1872 Sen
ney, going first to Baltimore, thence
ator Frye was a delegate to the reto Philadelphia, where he will visit
He
publican national convention.
RECUR the ship yards.
FINANCIER
SUFFER8
was also at one time chairman of the
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AMERICANS

WILL BAND TOGETH

ER TO PROTECT LIFE AND

San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 8. "Condi
tions here are beyond control and I
would ask that you return and take
reads a
charge of the situation,"
cipher cable said to have been sent
by Provisional President de la Barra
ot Mexico to Jose Yves Llmantour,
who Is in Paris, a copy of which H.
D. Bradfleld, a mining man from Mexico who Is in this city, claims to have
received.
There are a number of mining men
ot Mexico in San Antonio at present
and Mr. Bradfleld says they will hold
a meeting soon to take action toward
protecting the lives and property ot
Americans in Mexico.
BRESNAHAN OUT OF GAME
examinLouis, Aug. 8 An y

St

X-ra-

ation was today made ot the right

the St. Louis National League base
ball team, to find out If a bona
trokea. Breenahas was hit by a foul
ball In yesterday's game. The foot
swelled to double its usual size and
Bresnahan was not able to walk from
the club house. Prior to the examination of the ray plate, the attending
physician expressed the belief that
Bresnahan was suffering from a
severe bruise and no bones were
broken.

SECRETARY FISHER

VIS1TINGTHE WEST

-

RENCE

of Congestion

of

THE KIDNEYS
A recurrence of the
congestion of the kidneys was experienced by John W. Gates at noon today and it was necessary to adminis-

Paris,

Xt'ST

''

C -"

lit it

'!

K

"

Aug. 8.

ter heart stimulants occasionally.
Last night his physicians stated that
the action of the kidneys continued to
improve and that the inflammation of
the lungs had lessened. This gave

I

IS REORGANIZED

FIREMEN VOTE TO STRIKE
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 8. The firemen
on the El Paso and Southwestern
railroad voted today to go out on a
strike unless three men of the order
recently discharged are reinstated.
Is
The El Paso and Southwestern
owned by the Phelps-Dodg- e
company
of New York and connects El Paso
with Tucumcari. Branches also con
nect this city with Douglas. Bisbee and
Benson, Ariz.

At daylight,
some encouragement
however, the patient showed unfavorwas AN INCENDIARY
able symptoms and Dr. Gross
FIRE
found
He
the
summoned.
hastily
financier suffering irom congestion of
MENACES COAL CAMP
the kidneys and though he was able
to afford some relief, the congestion
returned toward the middle of the
STARKVILLE COLO., VISITED BY
day.
BLAZE WHICH

CAUSES

LOSS

OF $10,000

mm,

TWO BRIBE TAKERS TESTIFY
Washington, Aug. 8. Former State
Senator W. D. Holstlaw and Former
Representative H. J. C. Beckmeyer,
having been paid $2,500
'
and $1,000. respectively; - for having
voted for William Lorlmer for United
States senator, testified before the
senate Lorlmer committee today. The
committee announced when Holstaw
took the witness stand that it would
SENATOR WILLIAM P. FRYE,
conclude its Washington sittings to
republican committee of the state of morrow.
Maine. He was a member of six national houses of representatives. In
March, 1881, he was elected to the TO REVISE INSURANCE RATES
United States senate to fill a vacanDenver, Aug. 8. A revision of in
caused
surance
the
rates to conform with that of
of
by
resignation
cy
James G. Blaine. He remained a the mortuary records of the national
member of the senate until his death fraternal congress Is one of the proband was president
to lems to be decided at the first trien
which position he was elected in Feb- nial convention of the Modern Brother
ruary. 1896. Senator Frye's term of hood of America which opened here
service would have expired March 3, today. Routine business occupied the
1913.
,
opening session thjs morning.

0&Mk

d

CABINET

OFFICER
TO
GET
IRFST HAND INORMATION
ON PRESENT TRIP

Denver, Aug. 8. First hand infor
mation regarding the land and irrigation problems of the west is being
sought by Secretary of the Interior
Walter L. Fisher, who arrived here
today. He will be the guest of the
city until this evening.
Secretary
Fisher Is accompanied by F. H. New
ell, director of the United States reclamation service. Secretary Fisher
will visit Grand Junction, Colo., tomorrow. He will endeavor to adjudicate the differences of the Grand Val
ley residents which are delaying work
oa the government high line irriga
tion project. After visiting Yellow-stos-e
Park, Secretray Fisher will go
to Seattle and embark for Alaska to
Investigate departmental matters in
that territory.
CHICAGO

Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 8. Five build
ings, consisting of ; two warehouses,
two saloons and a barber shop, were
destroyed at Starkville, five miles
west of here today. The loss is estimated at $10,000. Theblaze was discover
ed at 2 o'clock and for four hours
men, women and children battled
with the flames that threatened the
entire town. The two warehoupses
were the property of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company and were
filled with hay.
INDICTED

EDITOR

ARRAIGNED

Los Angeles, Aug. 8. Edwin T.
EarL proprietor of The Tribune and
The Express, who was indicted last
week on the charge of having published, an. intercepted aerogram, was arraigned before Judge Bordwell in the
superior court today. He was given
two weeks in which to decide npon
a plea.
-

-

L

PROPERTY

g

CORPS

Denver, Aug. 8. A general discussion of the advantages of separate
s
breed standards and reports of
T A F T - APPOINTS
PRESIDENT
session
the
occupied
morning
AtoD
AMBASSADOR?"
THREE
annual convention
of the thirty-sixtFIVE MINISTERS
of. the American Poultry-- ' association
here 4oday. Proposed changes in the
constitution were scheduled for conWashington, A.ug. 8. The long .exthis
afternoon.
sideration
pected reorganization of the American
diplomatic corps, involved in appointing successors to Dr. David Jayne
MAY, REPORT DISAGREEMENT
Hill as ambassador to Germany, and
Washington, Aug. 8. Impatient re- to
Charles S. Sherill as minister to
garding the deadlock on the wool tarboth of whom resigned,
iff revision bill. Representative Un- Argentina,
was announced today when the names
derwood of the conference
of three ambassadors and five minsaid today that unless an
agreement with Senator La Follette isters were sent to the senate.
John G. Leishman of Pittsburg,
could be brought .about soon he would
ask to have the full conference com- now ambassador to Italy, Is transmittee called together with the view ferred as ambassador to Germany;
of reporting a disagreement.
Thomas J. O'Brien of Grand Rapids,
Mich., i at present ambassador to Jaas ambassador to
H. F. Stephens, cashier of the Uni- pan, is 'transferred
Charles
Page Bryan of Chicated States Bank and Trust company Italy;
how
to Belgium is prominister
is
go,
of Santa Fe,
here looking after
to
business matters.
to Japan.
ambassador
be
posed
com-mitee-

f
f

TO WITHSTAND

Nile today. Nearly 100 persons
were drowned. Thirty-sibod- iea have been recovered.

--

DIPLOMATIC

f

POPE EXPECTED

were on their way to attend a
fair at Dessuk, foundered in the

ODSTINATE

WITNESS

LATE TODAY

NEARLY 100 PERSONS DROWN
Alexandria, Egypt, Aug. 8. A
boat, overloaded with natives who

PROVES

CITY EDITION

.

FACTORY

BLOWN

UP

Chicago, Aug. 8. A bomb was exploded in the plant of the Victo. Jen-se- n
Electrical Supply company r n the
South side today. Windows within a
block of the building were shattered
by the force of the explosion.
The
firm employs
n
workmen and
the police believe that representatives ot union labor wereresusilile
for the explosion. The rear end of the
building was wrecked. The damage
will exceed $200,000. The police are
searching for Jwo men who were seen
loitering In the vicinity of the factory before the explosion occurred.
nan-unio-

SIGNS REAPPORTIONMENT BILL
8. President
Washington,
Augv
Taft today signed th reapportionment
bllL under which the house of repre
sentatives Is Increased from 391 to
433 members, vlth tro more if Arizona, and New Mexico are admitted
to the union, ,
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ROMANCE

By Louis Joseph Vance

Illustration
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Ray Walters

(Canjrii ht, itfia, bj Lorua Joseph VumJ

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER X. Garrett Coast, a young
business man of New York City, meets
an acquaintance named Douglas Black-mocwho Invltea falra to a card party
With aome friends. He accepts the Invitation, although he dislikes Blackstock,
the reason being that both are In love
With Katherlne Thaxter. Coast attempts
to convince her that Blackstock Is not
worthy of her friendship but doea not
Succeed.
k,

CHAPTER n. At the party with Black-ftocCoast meets two friends named
t)undas and Van Tyne. The play runs
Is a quarrel, weapons are
there
rlqh,
drawn and Blackstock shoots Van Tyne
dead. He then makes a movement aa If
to commit suicide. Coast struggles to
Wrest the weapon from Mm, and thus
the police discover them. Blackstock and
XunUas accuse Coast of killing; Van Tyne
and he is arrested for murder.
CHAPTER ITT. Coast Is convicted. Just
Di'n-fta- s
as he begins his sentence, however,Black-stock
confesses to his perjury, names
as the real murderer and then kills
himself. Coast becomes free, but Black-tof- k
has married Katherlne Thaxter and
k.

Bed.

IV. Coast
CHAPTER
purchases a
Tacht named the Echo. His mind Is disturbed over the marriage of the woman
he loves.
CHAPTER V. While sailing his yacht,
Coast sees a man forced over the rail of
boat at a distance. Coast rescues him
and finds the re fu tree to be a fellow
named Appleyard, who pretends he was
m stowaway on the boat and was thrown
verboard,
CHAPTER VL
Appleyard Induces
Coast to let him run his craft, and they
at
a
arrive
lonely Island, which Appleynrd
tells Coast Is an unhahltoil ppot known
Land. Next morning Copst
Man's
a No
finds his helper and the tender of tbo
yacht missing.
ten.l-- r In ntter-war- d
CHAPTER VIT.-T- be
found on the niior by Coast and
the desolate
he starts out to explm
island. He comes upon some deserted
- r m;in dead. Ho
buildings, and dis-obaa been executed with a bowstring.
CHAPTER Vni. Continuing his Investigations In No Man's Land, Coast discovers a house and upon approaching It
sees a woman whom he recognizes as
bis missing love, Katherlne Thaxter.
v

CHAPTER IX. The wife of Blackstook
snplalns that her husband, under the
name of Black, has bought the Island.
He Is blind, but an expert wireless operator, and hhs established a station there.
Coast Informs her that her husband was
the real murderer of Van Tyne.
CHAPTER X.
about, Coast
sees Blackstock and
train his hldlna; Wandering
,.oma Chinamen burying; a man. They
i,roT,r Coat and flj-- at bin. 1 la la
CHAPTER XI. Appleyard gets Coast to
Echo In safety and there he reveals
he Is a secret service man and has
watching the crowd on th island,amsnecting titer are soma band of orlm-

S.

CHAPTER XIL Coast Is anxious to
fathom the mysteries of No Man's Land,
and Is determined to save, Katherlne from
her murderer husband. Appleyard be
lieves that Black and his gang make a

shield of the wireless station to conduct
a smuggling business.
CHAPTER Xm. Coast penetrates to
the lair of Blackstock's disguise. Katharine enters the room and presses a note
into Coast's hand.
CHAPTER XTV. The message tells
Coast that neither his life or her own are
safe, but Coast resolves to protect her.
CHAPTER XV. Coast feels that Black-Stoc- k
suspects him. Next morning he
can find no tracs of Appleyard or the
Echo.
CHAPTER XVI. Katherlne
Informs
Coast that they are to abandon the island. The blind man and his coolie servant overpower Coast.
CHAPTER XVIL Coast afterward eswho
Is met by Katherlne,
capes and
wishes to flee. They discover a yawl but
before they can reach it the ooolle disables the craft.
CHAPTER XVIIT. Black appears and
tauntingly states that he Is no
blind. He Is overpowered and Coastlonger
and
Katherlne fly from the spot.

(Continued from Yestorday.)
With

a

warning

cry

Kathrin

stepped quickly away from Coast and
swung round, whipping out her small
revolver.
but effective
"Stop!" ehe cried In a vibrant voice
"Halt, or I'll fire!"
Coast, as prompt to take alarm, had
instantaneously imitated her action.
pearl-handle-

d

"Game!" The man's eye taught a
curious glint of light from the lantera
as they shifted swiftly, glancing side-- !
long. "Game!" he iterated In broke
and hollow tones. "I'm In no 6hape for
games now! For God's sake don't be
hard on 'me. I've, come to give myself up to surrender."
His announcement fell like a thunderclap. Momentarily Coast discredited his sense of hearing. "SurrenIncredulous.
der?"
he muttered,
"You?" He cast a quick, cautious look
round. There was no one else within
the limits of his vision not a figure
nor a moving shadow. His gaze returned to the huge, quaking shape before them: Blackstock in a panic,
trembling with fear and exhaustion,
his plump face turned a pasty, unwholesome shade and largely blotched
with dull, burning red, eyes like knots
showing too much white and rolling
hands
restlessly, loose mouth
shaking, breath coming and going
with a sound resembling the exhaust
of a skipping motor. "The devil!"
said Coast to himself; and aloud in
accents hard and unrelenting: "You'd
best explain . . .?"
With a sudden movement, the woman touched his arm.
"Don't trust him, Garrett!" she exclaimed. "You don't know him
'
don't, don't trust him!"
"I've no intention" Coast began.
Incontinently they were treated to
the incongruous spectacle of Black-stocon his knees, humbling himself
first to the woman, then to the man
he had wronged, fat, mottled, tremulous hands Imploring them. "No!"
"Don't
he prayed, coarsely pitiful.
say it! Have a little pity! My God!
Don't
don't you know I'm dying?
leave me here to die like a dog, in the
name of mercy!"
Coast repeated,
"Dying . . ."
while Katherlne bent forward, peering
steadily into the man's face. "What
d'you mean by 'dying?'"
"Don't you understand can't you
see?" The plump, spotted hands fumbled at his throat; for the first time
Coast remarked that it was bandaged,
and began to comprehend what fright
ful fear was bringing the man to his
feet. "That damn' dog," Blackstock
breathed convulsively "he's done for
me, if I don't get help medical help
quick. He's torn my throat to tat
ters," he whispered; "I'm poisoned,
poisoned! If you leave me here, I'll
go mad and. die mad hydrophobia!
Good God, have pity!"
He broke down completely for a mo
ment or two, whining and blubbering
and wringing his hands. It was plain
that he was badly frightened, and not
without reason.
Coast glanced at Katherlne; she
wore a face of doubt mirroring his
own perplexity, but when she caught
his eye upon her, responded with a
nod and a shrug.
"I think we'll have to . . ." he
said, tentative.
"Of course," aha answerd listlessly
"Look here, Blackstock!" At Coast's
sharp and frigid address, the man
quieted abruptly, and apparently coming to a realization of the spectacle
he was making of himself, got slowly
to his feet. "If we
and shame-facedlagree to take you off the island, you
know what it means? I'll turn you
over to, the police, first place we stop."
"I don't care," Blackstock asserted
eagerly. "I don't care a damn. I'll
go anywhere, do anything go to the
chair, if I have to work out my life
in the pen anything but stay here
and go mad. I've been a our, I know
but for the love of God don't leave me
to die like one "
"Hello!" Behind the trio the keel
of a rowboat grated on the sand, and
Appleyard jumped briskly ashore,
trotting up, painter in hand. "What's
this?" he demanded briskly. "Hello,
Coast! Madam, your servant . .
Now, what's the row?"
He put himself in the center of the
group, bright watchful eyes diagnosing one expression after another on
the countenances round him; with
something in his pose and manner
singularly suggestive of an exception
ally intelligent and inquisitive mag
pie.
Coast dropped a hand affectionately
"Thank heaven,
on his shoulder.
you're here at last." he said. "And
here's your prisoner take him in the
name of the law and for the sake of
peace. He's been badly bitten first
by a dog and then by fright, and he
wants to give himself up and be sent
to a hospital."
"Oh, that's it, eh? I heard a bit of
the confab while rowing in, and it
listened uncommon' interesting but
I couldn't figure out what was at the
bottom of it all. Well,' well, Mr.
Blackstock!" The little, man rubbed
his hands. "I'm glad to come up with
you. This is more fun than a goat.
He jerked his
for sure. Come!"
perky little head toward the tender,
"Jump in, and I'll hurry you to mar
ket."
A sullen look replaced the terror
that had masked Blackstock's face.
He sighed and with a brief, uncertain
nod, apparently directed at Coast, collected himself and trudged heavily to
ward the boat, entering which he
squatted silently in the stern.
Appleyard's eyes sought Coast's,
The younger man lifted bis shoulders,
disclaiming honor or responsibility.
"When the devil was sick," he quoted
in disgust, lowering his tone. "Keep
an eye on him."
"Wel l, rawther," Appleyard drawled.
"But he won't try any monkeyshines
aboard the Echo or I never saw a
man afraid of his sins before. . . .
Madam," he added, turning with a curious little courtly bow to the woman,
"if you'll step in" his glance traveled
past her down the beach "we'll beat
that pack to the mainland. I see," he
said, "they're launching a long-boaWhat kind of a yarn explains that,

Wheeling, weapon poised, he discov
ered the shadowed shape of a man
running toward them or, rather,
staggering, for he seemed badly
winded leaping and reeling through
the undulations' of the low, formless
dunes, whose soft and yielding substance had deadened the sound of
his approach until he was almost upon
the two.
At Katherlne's call he flung up one
hand as If to signify a peaceful intent.
but came on at unabated speed.
"Don't shoot I" he pleaded hoarsely,
Tm unarmed "
Both knew that voice too well. The
woman's figure straightened to rig
idity. "Stop!" she repeated. Impera'
tive, inflexible. "Stop, Douglas,, or
Coast threw out a hand and de
flected the muzzle of her weapon,
"Don't," he said aside; "If It comes to
that, let me attend to him! . .
Blackstock!" he cried curtly. "Stand
where you are!"
At this the man pulled up at a dis
tance of a few feet, within the radius
of lantern light. "Steady!" he begged
between easps. "I've . . . beaten
'em out. . . . Plenty of time. . .'
"What's your game now?" demand
ed Coast coldly, his attention distract
ed by the comforting sound of dipping
oars and squealing rowlocks behind
him.
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Coast recounted with exceptional both he read anxiety, compassion
solicitude.
of
the
schooner,
brevity the wrecking
said weakly.
at the same time stepping into the "Hello," he
"Feeling better?" asked Appleyard.
boat and placing himself at the oars,
"Some." Coast essayed a smile.
on the middle seat. Katherlne sat
and made a failure of it then with
and
Appleyard,
behind
him,
forward,
sudden return to memory put forth
and
pushing off, scrambled aft who
an effort that cost him the agony of
dropped down beside Blackstock,make
feeling a jagged tongue of flame lick
sulkily moved to one side to
through his brain, and sat up. "What'a
room for him.
he asked thickly.
little
he
happened?"
Coast,"
Mr.
"Look lively,
'A little something of everything un
man advised pleasantly. "We really
"You had
haven't got a minute to spare those pleasant," said Appleyard.
If
as
oars
their
to
are
laying
chaps
they really wanted to scrape acquaintsugance with us. Or perhaps," heBlack-stocgested with a look askance atcan ac"my cheerful prisoner
count for this apparent mad anxiety
of theirs to bid their dis , I mean extinguished leader a fond farewell." at
Blackstock, fumbling nervously
his bandaged throat, made no answer.
Coast, bending all his strength to the
oars, drove the dory swiftly toward
the Echo.
".Blackstock," said Appleyard, Ironic,
"what you got in that neat little bag
between your feet? The conventional
pyjamas and toothbrush, what?"
The tormented man at his side grumbled something inarticulate.
"Did I understand you to imply It's
none of my business? How extraordinarily rude, Mr. Blackstock! Besides
being untrue quite a naughty fib. In
addition to which it's uncalled for;
I know."
the
"You know?" Blackstock turned to Drove the Dory Swiftly '
Echo.
him with a scowl.
"Sure. I can put two and a mill
stone together and make a hole to a a nasty fall and pretty nearly cracked
of yours. I've
ladder just as easy as take a silk that solid ivory skull
had a bit of a shake-up- ,
extremely det
purse out of a souse's ear. It wouldn't
be you, Mr. Blackstock," Appleyard rimental to the admirable poise of my
continued without giving his victim nervous system; and Mrs. Blackstock
time to analyze this astonishing state has experienced a shock and a fright
ment "it just wouldn't be you if you that didn't do her any particular
didn't try to hand your friends the amount of good."
"Yes '. . . but . . ."
double-crosThat bag s stuffed wltn
Coast reviewed their position in a
loot the best part of the truck they
a
survey of the cabin.
for
comprehensive
this
were running
trip jewelry,
dollar. And that's why, you see, They three were prisoners, huddled together in close captivity; the companthey're so infatuated with the idea of ion
doors were closed and undoubtedand
your
hand
wringing
your
shaking
neck before you get away; they've ly locked since otherwise Appleyard
But would long Blnce have had them open;
JuBt discovered your perfidy.
don't you fret. Here we are and long for the air in the cabin was hot and
Katherlne was looking
oppressive.
before they can drive that seine-boa- t
this far we'll be sailing merrily away." pale and worn, Appleyard bright but
With this assurance Appleyard rose, distinctly worried. Coast himself was
catching the Echo's side as Coast suffering severely from the blow on
shipped hla oars and the dory glided his head and a broken scalp, which
she
smoothly alongside the larger vessel Katherlne had bandaged as bestInso"Steady on!" he said. "Coast, you could with two handkerchiefs.
first, and give a hand to Mrs. Black-stock- . far, their condition was unpleasant
Now, you" to Blackstock, and uncomfortable; external circumwhen Coast had helped Katherlne into stances rendered It distressing and
the cockpit "and step lively! Your apparently dangerous.'
"Blackstock Jumped me," Appleyard
companions in crime are a bit too
close for comfort . . . Coast, I'd explained "I had my back turned,
suggest that Mrs. Blackstock step be- you know Just as the Chinaman
low until we get under way; there's dropped on you like a load of brick.
I knew what was up, the brute
apt to be a bit of shooting, I'm afraid, Before
had me in a hold I couldn't break-b- oth
if we don't look sharp."
arms pinioned. Then he snatched
Katherlne sought Coast's eyes; he
nodded a grave affirmation into hers. my gun out of my pocket and threw
center-"Only- a few moments," he said, of me after you t'o'ther side of the
I lit on, my feet, but the
fering- her his hand. Without a wqrd board.
she accepted it and let herself down doors were slammed and, bolted before
I could turn round, and it was all over
into the dark interior of the cabin.
but the shouting. . . . There was
"Now, Coast, the anchor lively!"
Coast straightened
up
hastily. plenty of that, for Blackstock wasted
Blackstock was in his way, standing a lot of valuable time trying to start
in the corner of the cockpit between the motor before he told Chang to
and the coaming, hoist the sail. By then the longthe cabin-trunwhile Appleyard was hurriedly taking boat was close in and Blackstock
up the engine-pi- t hatch. So the young- warning her to keep off, or he'd shoot
er man stepped unsuspiciously to star- Right then somebody in the boat
board across the center-boartrunk started something the bullet lodged
in the side, by the sound of it. The
into the very arms of calamity.
bumped us, and there was
What followed fell like a bolt from long-boa- t
on
the blue and passed with Its rapidity. the dickens of a shindig going disAppleyard stood to port with his overhead. I gathered that Chang
back to Blackstock, in the act of put- tinguished himself with a boathook,
it as a flail, and Blackstock
ting the batch aside. Coast on the using
seaward side was on the point of lift- must have had another gun besides
ing himself to the top of the cabin, mine from the way he kept
with intent to go forward and cast off The other gang kept busy, too; but
the anchor. There was crossing his they hadn't the heart for it Blackstock
mind the veriest hint of a suspicion and Chang had, and after a bit they
that the blackness in the shadow of sheered off and gave it up. . . .
"Somehow or other Chang got the
the unfurled canvas, above the cabin,
was more dense and tangible than It sail up, and we began to move. There
should be, when this shadow, seeming- was some groaning overhead, ana
ly with a single movement, rose above then a fall, with Blackstock cussin'
him like a cloud, towering as huge moderate, but steady, but we skimmed
and terrifying, its black human bulk along as steadily and prettily as you
blotting out the blazing stars, as the please. That was over an hour ago
fabled jinnee of the fisherman's bottle; say an hour and a half; and ever since
loomed menacingly above him in the then this lunatic business has been
enormous nakedness of Chang, and going on. I lighted the lamp and atfell upon him with the fury and fe- tacked the door with a screw-drive- r
the only crowbar I could find bent
rocity of a panther.
For a few chaotic seconds he re- that out of shape and yelled myself
mained conscious, feeling himself hoarse without any result. My private
crushed and borne down irresistibly opinion is that both of 'em were
to the deck, then lifted like a bag of pretty well shot up before they got
grain and hurled directly into the away, and are now in no shape to go
black, gaping maw of the companion-way-. pleasure-boating.- "
said
"That sounds reasonable,"
Something came in painful contact Coast, preoccupied. He reviewed the
with his skull, and the world went up situation briefly, then bent over and
with the twisted screw-drive- r
pried up
in a blaze of crimson flame.
one of the deck planks, which had
CHAPTER XXI.
been left unnailed, though tightly fitThrough the empty murk of the ted, to facilitate the placing of balblasted, blackened world , strange last. In the aperture revealed a numghosts of thoughts, oares, strange ber of bricks of lead lay against the
blind weeping faces of things that he center board trunk, in a thin wash of
had known scurried like mice through bilge water.
Coast picked one up,
the night of an empty house, came out balancing it in his hand while he reof darkness, passed into darkness, and placed the plank. The bar of lead was
returned, plucking at him with weak, solid and very heavy--o- f
the shape
futile hands, crying importunately for and weight technically known 'as a
heed and recognition; but when he "fiftr-alx.tried to know them, they were gone,
leaving only the ache of effort
(Will end Tomorrow)
Then suddenly he was conscious,
lying at the bottom of a pit of everlasting midnight, his limbs constrained
In unnatural positions, his head racked
by splitting pains, but singularly, softly pillowed, his face gently bedewed
with drops of moisture, soft and warm.
For tender face and neck after shav-InHe struggled to rise, stirred, murmured incoherently, and slid back into
for pimples, black heads, dandruff
or any skin or scalp disease use
insensibility.
When again intelligence returned to ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP.
him, there was light a strong and
ZEMO is guaranteed to relieve all
yellow glare flooding the cabin of the
soreness
and itching. The soap is
in
'Its
Echo from the lamp rocking
gimbals overhead. A face bent above part of the treatment, best for all
"
his Katherlne's; his head lay in her toilet purposes.
lap; and another face, Appleyard's,
Sold by druggists everywhere and
was .close beside that fairer one. On In
Laa Vegas by bur authorized
agent O. G. Schaefer.
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model, any size you may desire.
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Los Angeles or San Diego, Fare for the round trip

$45.60
$50.00

San Francisco, Fare (or the round trip
Tickets on sale daily, good (or

at any point in either direction, within final limit

stop-ove- rs
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October 31, 1911.
-

To make your

trip complete do not lail to visit the

GRAND CANYON of ARIZONA
1

I

the worlds greatest scenic wonder.
Side Trip from Williams, Arizona '
.
.

$6.50

Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.

D. L. BATCHELQIt, Agent.
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VERMONT

TENNIS TITLES
Johnsbury, Vt, Aug. 8. Many
skillful tennis players' faced the
nets at the Old Pine Golf club here
today at the beginning of play in the
eleventh annual tennis tournament
for the championship of Vermont.
During the week the championship
singles, championship doubles and
consolation singles will be decided.

St

Machinery Headquarters.
Grain Binders,
flowing Alachines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

VINELAND'S 50TH BIRTHDAY
Vineland, N. J., Aug. 8. This was
the big day of Vineland's
celebration, the fiftieth anniversary of the day Charles K. Landis
drove the first stake to mark the
center of the town. An imposing
parade through the gayly decorated
streets was the chief feature of the
day'a program. '
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Shake Into Your Shoes
Foot-Easthe antiseptic pow-deIt relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Mien's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. Jt
Is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Al
ways use it to break in new shoes.
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. T.
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with
ited only $1. Many appeared
dimes and pennies anU were disappointed because they couldn't deposit,
fl being the minimum. They were
sent to another window, where 10
cents purchased a card and other
dimes as many stamps. When nine
stamps are on the card it may be
OF
turned in as a f 1 deposit There was
one feature that surprised Postmaster Campbell and the seven men In
ALL OVER
'CHICAGO SUGGESTS CREATION OF charge of the bank. That was the ap- DELEGATES FROM
WORLD GATHER
It had
TO ATTEND
pearance of the depositors.
A BANKERS' CLEARING
been expected that the mass of appliCONVENTION
HOUSE SYSTEM
cants would be foreigners and "sock
bank depositors.' These were repre
Basle, Switzerland, Aug. 8. The
Chicago, Aug. 8. To reduce the sented, but in small numbers and on
"high cost of selling." which authori- the whole the line was made up of World's Convention of Zion'sts is to
begin its sessions here tomorrow.
ties now agree is the cause of the representative Chlcagoans.
About 400 delegates have arrived and
high living cost and poor returns to
producers of food,' an adoption of the There are many men and women in several hundred more are expected.
Both the United States and Canada
"Chicago plan" of banks has been Chicago with red noses and weepy
will be well represented
proposed. The proposal Involves a eyes. .There are many others who
This is the fourteenth annual conclearing house banking system as a have escaped by taking flight. This
to be held by th International
gress
means of uniting farmers for
year hay fever i3 worse than last. The Federation of Zionists.
The gatherselling of their crops and its members of the regular hay fever
have always attracted leading
ings
Imwill
declare
it
as
sponsors
prove
colonies who "get it" on a certain reg men of
tho Hebrew fa'th, end its
portant a step as was the strict sys- ular date are already crowding the
somewhat
sentimental aril romantic
tem of examinations of banks by clear- Lake Huron steamers, and many who
the restoration of Jerupropaganda
associations
house
which
ing
Quietly never had a touch of the complaint
salem to the sons of .viraham hut
and quickly
revolutionized bank- are helping them to crowd the boats
really, at bottom, a stern business and
ing in the United States without re- to their limit. The gross receipts for
has crephilanthroupic
gard to a currency commission. B. instance of the Grand Trunk which ated worldwide proposition, as to the
speculation
F. Yoakum, head of the Frisco rail- runs what has come to be known as
ultimate fate of the scheme.
road system, declared: "Last year's "the hay fever special' out of Chicago,
is
"Zionism," as the movement
for the first three weeks in July
agricultural products were worth
decalled, by which, its promoters
to the farmers. The gov- amounted to $2,918,303, an increase
clare, the Jewish problem is to be
ernment used farm values in getting of $438,749 over tie same period in solved
that is, the future of the opfigures for the total. Assuming i.hat 1910. There is a close connection pressed Jew of Russia and elsewhere
of the prod between these figures and the hay fev- is to
the farmers kept
be provided for has met with
ucts for their own use the consumers er exodus, which yearly makes a
opposition from prominent men of
pair over 113,000,000,000 for what the break for Temagaml, Algonquin park, the Jewish clergy and laity.
producers received $6,000,000,000. The and the Highlands of Ontario, where
The present, congress promises to
cost of getting the year's products from the malady is unknown. A man step be enlivened
by the criticism of some
producers to consumers amounted to ped into an elevator in the Windy of those who have been active workthe enormous sum of $7,000,000,000, City recently. A friend greeted him ers for the cause, but who now are
The farmers of this country, to re by asking, "Got a cold?" "Hay fever," said to be dissatisfied with the way
ceive better prices, do not have to ex the man replied. "It's popular this the movement has been directed by
periment with untried theories." "The season. He was one of the many who the older leaders. Some of the delebankers' clearing house associations cannot flee this summer disease that gates do not hesitate to declare that
are cited as the only example of full makes one feel so miserably, and unless radical changes are made the
and effective
in the Uni which Is more prevalent in the Windy whole movement is' likely to prove
ted States. Bankers and railroads are City this year than usual. .Vacation nothing but a "dream, as Its opponents
becoming intelligent enough to see in the north woods, for both hay fev have always predicted.
that loss to the farmers reacts upon er sufferers and people who merely
It is pointed out by those who bethem," said Seth T. Farnsworth. a de- - desire a rest In a pleasant country, is lieve that a thorough reorganization
tennlnted advocate of the farmers becoming more and more popular. New is needed that although the Zionists
clearing house system. "The result is lines of steamers on the lakes and through their international and nato be seen, larger and better crops. special excursion trains make the tional organizations have been laborBut it is to the interest of those who beautiful,
pine-cla- d
pic- ing assiduously for many years to
control and direct big business of the turesque Highlands of Ontario easily rehabilitate the Hebrew again into a
numercountry to extend the banking facili reachable by the vacationist.
Algon- nation, and there have been
ties to give a liquid, cash value to quin National park, the Temagami ous congresses to this end, until now
growing crops, so that farmers may forest reserve, and other choice re-- j nothing really definite has been ac
ibuy and pay for the things they need glons of Ontario are full of fishermen complished.
On the other hand, the leaders who
by checks on a clearing house bank and campers, and tourist traffic never
in tleir country.' James J. Hill lias was so heavy in the history of the have directed the affairs of the or
ganization since the death of Theo
snic; thai only starvation will drive road.
dore Herzl, the founder of the move
the farmers to effective
to escape from paying enormous trib-- l Jamea (J. McDermid of Chicago, is a ment, declare that much has been
within the past few
xil e to middlemen.living; prool ot tna old axiom that "a accomplished
In view of
musical composer usually It now a th years and they hint that.
the reports, to be made to tne present
own
he
but
his
least
about
product,"
The municipaj ownership advocates
element
congress, the dissatisfied
of Chicago have seized upon the le is beginning ,jto learn because the cafe will rally to the standard, creating a
are dinning
gal tangle over the new gas rates as orchestras and park bands
solidarity so powerful in numbers and
.an argument in favor of the city own- into his ears the strain of "My Love 'wealth that success will be assured.
and oth
ing its gas p'lant, and are citing Win is Like the Red Red Rose,"
soers
the
church
his
while
of
songs,
can
be
of
what
ODD FELLOWS' CONCLAVE
nipeg as an example
done by a municipality. The People's loists and choirs are teaching him the
Falls, Ont, Aug. 8. From
Niagara
comGas, Light & Coke company secured value of some of his religious
all parts of Ontario, members of the
city positions. Mr. McDermid arrived in Independent Order of Odd Fellows
an injunction preventing tb
from enforcing the new ordinance fix Chicago a number of years ago from met here today for a four days' sesing the price of gas at 70 cents a ihou Canada, and studied singing, piano and sion of the Provincial Grand Lodge.
sand. Judge Gibbons, in the circuit composition. A few years ago he be The Rebekahs, the women's auxiliary
court, complicated the fight still more gan to write songs. Friends looked of the order, also are holding their
ibv entering an order "splitting the over the manuscripts and began sing annual session.
difference ' and fixing the rate at 80 ing them. Presently there were incents pending the settlemen of tho quiries for them at the music stores,
to want them, and
injunction suit. The present rate is other cities began
McDermid was forced
85 cents.
The municipal ownership in
enthusiasts point to the Winnipeg way to publish them. He began two years
as the way out of the difficulty. The ago and since then has sold more than
Canadian city is planning to pay $22,- sixteen thousand copies. Among the
000,000 for the purchase of the street most favored are several simple reli
Ninety-firs- t
Pslam,
railway system from Sir William gious songs The
Mountains
Shall Depart, Arise
For
the
Mackenzie, who is president and chief
owner of the Canadian Northern Rail- Shine for Thy Light is Come, Thou
Him. in Perfect Peace, Ful
way system of Canada. It has just Wilt .Keep
Mr.
McDermid says he is
fillment.
completed a municipal power plant
threatened
the prospect of be
with,
horse100,000
of
generating.
capable
power. In addition Winnipeg owns ing compelled to give up all his other By Lydia E. Pinkham's
and operates its water plant, street work to look after his songs.
Vegetable Compound
lighting system, a stone quarry, an
Peoria, 111. "I wish to let every one
nstihah plant, and a high pressure
know
what Lydia E. Pinkham's reme
water system. The new power plant The old papier Mache "dummies'
dies nave done tor
wax
"wooden"
faces
their
and
with
me. For two years
will furnish cheap power for operating
to be ousted from the dis
I suffered. The docare
looks,
as
.all these and' the trolley system,
tors said I had tuof
windows
the modern,
well as leaving a surplus for sale to play
mors, and the only
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POLITICS IN MARYLAND
.
Baltimore, Md., Aug. 8. Three
weeks from today both the democrats
and republicans of Maryland will nold
their prima-iefor the nomination of
candidates for governo- - and rrtier
sctes offker to be voted for at the
fall election. With' the near approach
ot the primaries the contests for
on the tickets have livened to
a noticeable degree and from now on
Ma'j land is likely to see one of the
most spirited campaigns in some
years. The liveliest fight Is that for
the democratic nomination for governor. There are three asnirnnta fnr
the place and they are putting up a
veritable "battle royal' for the honor.
Covrnor Austin L. Crotbers is a candidate for renomination. The other
'wo who are ambitious to head the
ticket are lllair Iee, a member of the
state senate, and Arthur P. Gorman,
also a state senator and a son of the
late United States Senator Gorman.
The republican ticket probably will be
he.idtd by either State Chairman John
H. Hanna or Internal Revenue Collector Philip Lee Goldsborough.
TOTAL ABSTAINERS MEET
Scranton, Pa., Ag. 8. The annual
national convention of the Catholic

Total Abstinence Union of America
began today with the reception of th
delegates, many of whom have been
in the city several days, engaged in
committee work in connection wiih
the convention. The formal opening
cf the gathering will take place tomorrow morning in College hall, following the celebration of pontifical
mass in St. Peter's Cathedral. The
convention has attracted more than
1,000 delegates and visitors who come
from nearly all parts of the United
States and Canada The delegates are
headed by the Rev. Peter J.
of Chicago, as president, while
leading lights of the. Roman Catholic
church throughout America are included in the list of those expected to participate in the deliberations.
O'Cal-lagha-

n

DON'T WORRY
EAT
Tenn. Mrs. Emma D,
Memhis,
Looney, of this place says: "I suf-

fered misery for nearly eight years,
but since taking Cardui, I am much
stronger, and I haven't missed a single meal. I hardly know how to exDon't worry
press my gratitude."
about your symptoms Cardui doesn't
treat them. What you need . is
strength. Cardui helps you' to get it
Take Cardui, because other tonics
and medicines do not contain its peculiar and successful Ingredients, imported especially for Its manufacture.
Half a century of success, has stamp,
fed Cardui with th seal of public ap-nroval. During this time, Cardui iam
benefited a million women. Why not
you? Try it, today.

HAIRCUTS ORDERED
FOR KANSAS CATS
FUR

MUST

GO

DECIDES

BOARD OF HEALTH
HARBORS

STATE
IT

GERMS

Topeka, Kan., Aug. 8. Kansas is
planning to shave Its cats. The state
board of health took up the matter today. A few months ago a Chicago
enrgeon found six different species cf
deadly germs on the whiskers of an alley cat. The state board goes one
better and declares that the cat carries around many more germs in its
thick fur. Hence the order to cut
the fur.
"Shave the cats,' said Dr. Deacon of
the state board of health today. "Keep
their hair short just like you would a
horse or dog. If that is too much
trouble kill them, for they are not
worth much anyhow."
The board also found that cats go
mod in hot weather. The only known
cause for overheating
is too much
hair.
Anothe indictment against the cat
is said to be its aversion to bathing.
For that reason, it is said, it affords a
refiuge for germs of a character not
found on cleaner animals.
The democratic party in the coming
national campaign expects to devote
especial attention, to Wisconsin, which
has been regarded as safely republican for many years past The democrats now are inclined to" look upon
it as a doubtful state. As a basis
for this view, prominent democrats
point to the republican situation and
affirm that the fight between Taft and
La Follette supporters will be so intense and so productive of bitterness
that Wisconsin can well be claimed
as doubtful.
i

"That poet says he's only a
er," said the admiring friend.
"Well,"

dream-

replied Mr. Growcher,

"if

he enjoys dreaming, why does he recite and keep all the rest of us
awake?"

Washington Star.

BUFFALO JONES
WILL CAPTURE

10,001
FAMOUS

ELK

PLAINSMAN

TO

STARVING ANIMALS
VER'S

PLACE

IN DEN-

FOOTHILLS PARK

Denver, Aug. 8. "Buffalo" Jones
says that he can get 10,000 elk for
the Foothills park that has been proposed for Denver and that it can be
done at a nominal cost
Already have the federal authorities
indicated that Denver can have the
necessary 40,000 acres In the foothills
nearby for a public park, where these
animals could feed and thrive in their
natural state.
It has also been ascertained that.
with a slight amount of red tape, the
government will transport the elk
from their present stamping grounds
in Wyoming,
to Denver, free of
charge.
Then where's the rub? Why doesn't
Denver take advantage of the opportunity and get these elk and make a
world's wonder at her very door?
"Buffalo" Jones is now in Denver
and in conference with A. C. Carson,
manager of the Orpheum theater, who
first proposed the Foothills park and
its populating with the elk, that are
dying in other parts of the country
every winter because they are not
properly fed. Incidentally, Jones may
go on the Orpheum circuit with his
moving pictures and a lecture on the
roping of wild animals in Africa.
Jones proposes a general round-uone grand effort on the part of Den
ver and Colorado to bring the elk to
Denver. Let the cowboys from all
over the state volunteer their services,
and he will head them Into the country that adjoins the Yellowstone park
and capture the' elk and bring them
to Denver.
"It Is easy," said Jones. "They said
I could not go to Africa and do what
I did, but I showed them.
Now it
will be easy to get these elk. I was
game warden in the Yellowstone park
for four years and I know what I am
talking about when I say that I can go
and get the animals. They are forced
to go down into the lower altitudes
in the winter, 'and thousands of them
starve to death. The people who laid
out Yellowstone park had no idea of
animal life and its requirements, or
they would have included in the pre- v
u of th adjoining country,
where the animals most go in winter
to keep alive. At that thousands of
them starve to death, as other thousands are born, so that the increase
has been lacking.
"I have pictures of men who have
gone up to these animals and patted
them on the back wild elk that never
saw a white man before. I know
that we can get thousands of them
for the effort. The cowboys can rope
them; we can drive them into cop
rals and in many ways save them.
Two men can lead them to the trains,
and George Vallery of the Midland
says that twenty trains of twenty cars
each will handle them. We can load
them on the cars on the Oregon Short
line or the Northern Pacific, or ship
some by both routes, and do the whole
Job in thirty days. I will be glad to
take charge of the work. It will be a
humane work. If we do not provide
for the elk they will go on starving
in the snows of winter."
The scheme of Jones and Carson is
p

chairman of the republican state committee, has been forced to relinquish
control of the republican organize !ii
in Kings county (Brooklyn), where
he lives.
In case Governor Deneen seeks a
third term, which now appears a probability, the primaries in Illinois nex
spring will see all the outgoing st3te
officers candidates for renomination,
with the solitary exception of tha
state treasurer, who is barred by constitutional provision from succeeding
himself.
The republican leaders in Pennsyl
vania hope to reduce the democratie
delegation from that "state by the election of a republican from the Fourteenth district, where a vacancy exists
by the death of Representative Geo.
W. KIpp, democrat A special elec
tion fill the vaaency will be held next
November.
Charles R. Jones of Chicago, chair
man of the prohibition national committee, has been making an extensive
tour of the far west consulting with
the leaders of the party In regard to
the advisability of holding the next
national convention of the prohibition
party in that section of the country.
Wilbur F. Wakeman of New York,
treasurer-genera- l
and secretary of
Tariff
American
Protective
the
ad
of
the
the
organization
league,
vocates cf a' high protective tariff,
1 has announced himself as a candidate
for the United States senate to succeed Elihu Root, whose term if ofGovernor Wilson of New Jersey has fice will expire March 3, 1915.
been invited to address the Georgia
legislature.
"Pa, why does love make the
The Prohibition National commit world go round?"
tee will meet December 6 to choose
"Because every lover is a crank,
the time and place for holding the my son." Judge.
party's presidential convention.
Arthur P. Gorman, son of the late
Senator Gorman, is a candidate for
To Get
the democratic nomination for governor of Maryland.
Effects;
Senator James B. McCreary, the
democratic nominee for the Kentucky
Genuine
governorship filled that office some- Always Buy
thing like a generation ago.
Thomas L. Hisgen, who was the Independent league candidate for president three years ago, denies the
that he intens to. run for governor of Masaschusetts this year.
Representative George W. Norris or
the Fifth Nebraska district has made
definite announcement of his inten
tion to be a candidate for the United
States senate against Senator Norris
Brown, whose term will expire in 1913
On September 11 the voters of
Maine will decide upon the question
of repealing the constitutional amend
ment providing for state-widprohibi
tion. The amendment has been In
.
force
yeaj-efop twentjr-seve-n
vSofd
elf lemSUuj
r
After a long; and bitter fight Tim
othy L. Woodruff, former lieutenant
a Dottle
governor of New York and former

entirely feasible. The land is available and it seems probable that the
railroads will haul the elk free of
charge, so that getting the stock is
practically all that remains to be done.
Two sites for the foothills park have
been consideredone
at Roxbury
park, near the mouth ot Platte canon,
which can be reached via Littleton
and an extension ot the present elec
tric line, and ,the .other above Evergreen on Bear creek and situated
in a forest reserve. Capital is said
to be ready to extend the electric line
so as to take in the park when it is
decided upon and it would be one of
the greatest attractions ever offered
to the world by any city.
But now comes Buffalo Jones with
another proposition, which has merit
all through, as has everything else ho
lab done. Moving pictures of the capture and shipment of the elk and thoir
resultant freedom in a park near Den
ver not only would pay the expenses
of the capture, but would prove one
cf the greatest if not the greatest advertisement of the kind that Denver
has ever had. These pictures, it is
estimated would bring $30,000 or
$40,-00-
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Assembly

MounteJneUr, N. M.. August 2 to 13.
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Round trip tickets will be on sale July 31 to August 12th,
clusive and limited to September 2nd, 1911.

Fare for the Round Trip
D. L.

$9.85

BATCHELOR, Agent,

San M iguelNational
Capital Pmld In
$100,000.00

EdsUlgas

J. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

Prnldcnt,

PRANK SPRINGER, Vice Prwldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,

Surplum

$80,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A GOOD BALANCE
in the bank will enable you to 'walk?over a
dangerous place on a path ofjdollars.

THE MAN WHO
DOES NOT SAVE
ifv

vx. Jim

in-

is bound to get into debt, because there will
surely come a time when an emergency will
take him by surprise. Make your first deposit
at the earliest possible moment.
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that it pay the con;
sumer to pay for It
But the consumer does not pay for
all advertising; only for swh advert
tising as Is thorough and efficient The
man who half proclaims his wares, or
proclaims them by unsuitable methods, must bear the certain loss himself.
In short, the consumer only pays
for that advertising which sells goods
in such quantities
the advertising
cost of which amounts to the merest
trifle on each purchase, and, Indeed,
In such quantities the individual con
sumer gets the article for less, be
cause the seller has an enormous
turnover.
This was the point brought out by
Helen Marshaw Thompson in her ad
dress on the subject at Boston. r She
sr.Jd that the greatest possible test!-ironthat advertising is all economy
to the consumer is the fact that., a
great majority of the women purchasers of the world favor advertised

!
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grace oi common sense, is always on condition that the reckless finan years there was no improvement In the breaking of the front axle on United States Steel, pfd
make religion more attractive to the ant chief electrician and all the stage
116
'
grateful lor the changes made and cier who were operating them-hra4- d
masses."
hands at theater prompt to hour.'
the source of artificial light Fats the Case "8" driven by Joe Jagers-burgeconrttlwa
liiraself
the reporter's resign their positions.
the mecanlcian,
and oils were burned but In the form
Anderson,,
' CHICAGO :
"Why not have a description of - He received this telegram in reply: .
'
v,
'STOCK
r
,1
Live
debtor.
heaven written by oneot these men
"'He will be there.' "Washington
But the suspicion that bad been of candles and In bronze and iron was thrown out and the car swung (j
Chicago, Aug. 8. Cattle Reoeipts who write
The Bald more Evening; Sun pre- aroused
Star.
summer
of
re
could not be allayed. It was lamps. Candle making became a reg- in front of the Westcott "7." driven i',000. Market
descriptions
sents this matter so lueidly and apsteady. Beeves $5.00 sorts for
the railroads?" Houston
known that C. T.Barney, president of ular industry and the work of captur- oy Henry Knight. It has been proTexas
steers $4.506.15; Post.
7.50;
positely that we are fain to quote the Knickerbocker
fat
and
proseals
other
nounced the most vivid' moving pic
ing whales,
Trust
company,
v
western steers $4.106.20; stokers
"Be truthful," said the teacher.
it and stamp it as entirely correct
with fifty millions in deposits,; had ducing animals employed thousands. ture film in existence.
cows
feeders
The Sun uses the actual remarks of
and
and
"Always?" asked the boy.
utilized
were
$3.005.50;
All
oils
the vegetable
had extensive dealings with Morse. A
Lord Talbot Demalahide was talka maa besought for a pronouncia-ment-o
"Never tell a lie?"
calves $5
heifers
of
reservoirs
$2.15g6.00;
at
and
the
last
great
CHANGES IN BASEBALL
run began o.n Monday, October 21.
7.75.
"Never."
ing in New York, says the Milwaukee
upon the school question to That afternoon
mineral oil were tapped and the great
Wonderful
but
changes have taken
resigned,
Barney
"Not even a white lie "
the
about
of
the
Market
News,
14,000.
point its moral and adorn its tale in one. hour on
Hogs
thoroughness
Receipts
era
artificial
of
light began.
place in baseball since the game was cents
Tuesday eight' million
customs
,
"Not even a white lie."
thus:
investigations.
higher.
Lights $7.057.70;
So rapid and so recent has been the first
dollars were withdrawa and the bank
played back in 1861. According mixed
'
"The
"Huh!"
"Don't talk ot me about no Van
he
"is
bound
smuggler,
ejaculated the lad scornsaid,
it
illumination
heavy
that
$6.907.65;
$6.657.60.;
to a veteran player the following con
closed its doors. Three weeks later development of
to be detected if he tries his little fully. "It's a good thing for you you
Sickle. The scholars in the schools
bub
of
sales
the
$7.15
pigs
for
no
of
$5.907.50;
stretch
memory
requires
ditions existed when he took up the
Barney committed suicide.
game in your metropolis. The smug- ain't a boy with my dad for a father."
7.50.
today don't learn half what, they used
of cansport fifty years ago:
Wednesday the Trust Company of most of us to recall the days
to learn. When I went to school
gler's
"Why?" asked the teacher.
precautions against detection
with
are
Market
18,000.
kerosene
and
Sheep
Receipts
lamps
dles,
The pitcher stood forty-fiv- e
feet
America, with deposits of sixty-seve- n
at this port are as vain and ludicrous
Native
"Because," replied the boy, "if you
things were different Today they million dollars, was threatened. Wth--. us yet.
western
strong.
$2.253.80;
com
from
the
was
away
plate and
as the precautions of the dreaming was my dad's little boy, an' you heard
waste their time on koittin,' mud
With the discovery of petroleum pelled to throw underhand.
in two months it had suffered the
The $2.503.80; yearlings $3.754.80;
Irishman.
Vies an' such damn monkey business.
what he said about Aunt Eliza comin'
withdrawal of fifty-on- e
millions in de scientists and chemists began to in- catcher stood twenty feet back of the lamts, native $3.756.85; western
I heerd the other day that they don't
"An
to visit us with her children, an'
onco
Irishman,
know,
you
posits. A few days later practically vestigate the problems of artificial plate and caught the ball oa the $4.257.00.
learn the children spellin' at all no all
dreamed
was
Aunt
that
Eliza had asked you if you
the
late
he
visiting
develand
bounce.
the banks in the country hd light and their discoveries
.
more. I'm in favor of cuttln out that
"
Victoria. '
weren't
all glad to see her, an' you
Queen
A
was
the
batter
KANSAS
pears
so
cash
three
CITY
opments
LIVE
fifty
as
during
strikes
past
far'
STOCK
suspended
given
payments
"Will
have
fancy stuff an givin 'em somethin'
a
told
drink?'
the
the
you
truth, like I did, you'd think
When
and a warning, which made it four
possible and were issuing clearing have been truly wonderful.
Kansas City. Aug. . Cattle Re
that'll stick to the ribs. Have a ci- house
there was a place where your trousqueen said to him.
science first investigated the lighting strikes before he was out, and three
certificates.
ceipts 11,000,
" T will,' said the Irishman. 'A
5,000 south
gar? Say, somethin' good an' strong.
drop ers was mighty thin after dad had
balls and a warning before he was al erns. Marekt includingto
It was the week following this last problem many wonderful things
Na
Tell 'em I'm against it"
strong.
steady
of Irish, of course, hot by preference, finished with you."
Petroleum was rtflned Into lowed to walk.
resort of the banks, with the whole
tive steers $5.007.25; southern
The Interview appears in the paper
He went back to his desk, and as
your majesty.'
in a panic over the situation, kerosene and the oil lamps came. A
Ihe inflelders and outfielders steers, $4.005.8O;
cows and heifers
next day, done Into English by the country announcement
"So
the
on
sat down with great care there
the
he
queen
put
was
kettle,
of
was
about
that the
the same positions as
glass
made that chimney
quickly produc played
native cows and heifers but when the water boiled the noise was an
reporter, aa follows:
the steel corporation had acquired one ed to give the flame brilliancy and to they do today, but a batter was out $2.605.00;
expression on his face that .
stocners
"No one can deny that the present
'
and feeders awoke the dreamer.
showed the great lesson of truth had
of its minor competitors, the Tennes keep the lamp from smoking. After if the fielder caught the ball on the $2.506.90;
$3.255.50; bulla $3.004.50; calves
imbroglio is disorganizing the schools see Coal and Iron
"'St Patrick!' said he. 'I'll take it been, at least In a measure, lost on
company, a. Gates this the lamp Itself went through first bounce.
and diminishing the efficiency of the concern
'"' ' '
?4.007.00; western steers $4.50 cold next time.'"
him.
until
reached
it quickly
with large prospects but many changes
teachers. Reports I have received little
The significance the perfection of today. But the oil
development.
from parents convince me that the of
the deal lay in the fact that it was lamp had many disadvantages and for
experiments attempted by Mr. Van understood that the harrassed Trust a little time gas was the ideal illum-inanSickle have failed to Improve the
This gas, extracted from coal,
Company of America and other Insti
system or to benefit the pupils. What-eve- r tutions were
large quantities was piped through the city streets
holding
the demerits of the old curricu of T. C. and I.
stock, for which at and tappel off to every house asking
lum, it at least laid a firm foundation this time there was little market. it. The gas burned in an open flame
and gave the pupil a working know-ledg- For this
Every woman's heart
stock the steel corporation and gave no better light than the
to
of the fundamental branches,
the charm and sweetness responds
of a baby's
its bonds, which were a best kerosene lamps.
exchanged
The new curriculum does Dot accomp- stable
voice, because
intended her for
and thus helped re
It was only a few- pears ago, as motherhood. nature
But even the loving
lish this. I believe a change In the assure security,
the public.
time flies, when the discovery by Sir nature of a mother shrinks from tli
v
office of superintendent would be to
The acquisition of the Tennessee Humphrey Davy that an electric arc, ordeal because such a time is
regard- the advantage of the schools."
Coal and Iron company would have breaking from two carbon points, w BS a penoa oi
and danger.
suitenng
failed to help the situation if the gov- would give a brilliant light was com- Women who use Mother's Friend are
11- ernment had .been disposed tp.attack mercially
Wilzed
form of saved much discomfort and suffering,
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history! of business, when producers give the steel corporation s officials was too large for home use and it re- time
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assurance
that
did
the
mained
to
j
sub
government
for Thomas A. Edison
and sellers asked the question: Does
Mother's Friend is
uangert
not propose to start a lawsuit a sult divide the electric current into the. recommended only for the relief and
we
advertising payT That was in the
comiort ot
dark ages of trade, and when we hear of most doubtful outcoiavlwlilch Small incandescent lamp perfected for no sense aexpectant mothers ; it is in
The recollection of quality remains
remedy for various ills,
long after the price
it now it Is invariably from some would certalaly have the effect "of a&: man who demanded the turning of but its many
of
is
years
and
success,
was essen- night into day. Soon every city was mc
forgotten.
the
It
centuatlng
panic.
strange survival, who, like certain tial
of endorspmpnta
that he act with the utmost lighted with electrictiy and gradual ceivedinousanas
from women who have nsed it
primitive organisms in the vast econpromptness and that time be not tak ly many villages and towns obtained are a guarantee of the benefit to be
omy of nature, has managed to fill in en
for a long investigation. It would electric lighting plants until electric derived from its use. This
a small nflness crevice passed over
remedy
have been easy for him tofefuse1 to ity practically superceded all other does not accomplish wonders but simmethods.
by roor.
ply assists nature to oerfert it vnrt
act. He would have escaped
forms of artificial illumination.
'THE STORE OF OUALITV
Toda5"jt;is another question: Does bility of criticism. But that Ts possi
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre-not
The
arc
been
has
perfected
lamp
advertisjngl pay the consumer? This the
Roosevelt way.
until it gives a veritable flood of light the breasts, and
Opposite
is sometimfs confused by coupling it
So he took the chance, gave the for a very small cost The Incandes- in
Railroad
every
way
with another question-beggin- g
query:
If'
the benefit of the doubt and cent lamp has also undergone many contributes to f
Castaneda
Is it not the consumer who in the last people
Avenue
helped check the panic. In this in- Important changes. At first the hair-lik- e strong, healthy
'
Ji.
resort pays for all advertising?
stance, as repeatedly throughout his
Hotel
filament of the incandescent motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
Certainly the consumer, pays, but publio career, Roosevelt refused to
ah
Write for our free
was made, of mineralized car-bo-a at drug stores.
lamps
.
book for expectant mothers.
women, the keenest of all buyers, sup- - t
and for years asd years this war
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the'Au(iuirquVfaygal80i-iItogether until after the Albuquerque RATON
fair. It is planned to bring those
three teams here for a three days'
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BIG FAIR FOR

PERSONALS

ThJ Prescriplionlsl

SIN MIGUEL

Mrs. Thomas Scott expects to leave
la a few days for a visit in Cincinnati,
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
. and
why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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BASEBALL

ACTION DEFERRED

BOUNDARY

DISPUTE

,
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Sterling Silver Picture Frames

SERIES TODAY

The Maroons
baseball tournament
caa be held together until after the
local fair and will participate in the MAROONS EXPECTED TO GIVE A

The meeting was an enthusiastic
one.
The merchants all expressed
themselves as of the belief that San
night
R. H. Ilanna,
of Santa AN EXPOSITION NEVER BEFORE Miguel county cannot afford to go
without a fair this year. The exEXCELlEO TO BE HELD THIS
Fe, was here today looking after busi
at the county fair will enable
hibits
ness affairs.
FALL
the preparation of a handsome exJ. H. Majors of Raton, a prominent
hibit to be sent to the various land
real estate man, is here on a brief
San MLrul county is to have a fair shows
during the fall and winter. An
business trip.
this yea, 't will be aa exposition, exhibit also may be sent to the state
Albino B. Gallegos, a Las Conchas
too, thati&n Miguel and Mora coun- fair in Albuquerque.
rancher, was here today looking after ties
and ik whole northern portion
business affairs.
of the teiiJ'y can look forward to
R. E. Alldredge, prominent resident
with pridL After a deathlike sleep of
of Springer, was here today on a two
years the old fair association
brief business trip.
was dragged forth last night and re
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell has reWINTERS DliUO CO.
juvenated t by the injection of aew
turned from Mountalnalr where he Mood. This occurred at a
meeting of
addressed several audiences at the the membirs of the Business Men's
Phone Main 3
YESTERDAY'S
Chautauqua assembly.
GAMES
assoclationi and a number of fan
Miss Carol Nichols, who has been boosters aa tie Commercial club.
National League
the guest of Miss Coors for several
After an Informal discussion during
weeks, will leave this evening for her which the thirty or forty representaPittsburg, 2; Philadelphia, 1.
home in St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 8; New York, 6.
tive busiaeis men present expressed
R. P. Ervlen of Santa Fe, territorial their entire! sympathy with the proCincinnati, 8; Boston, 2.
St. Louis, 4; Brooklyn, 3.
commissioner of public lands, passed posed exhitatioi of the produces of
on
Las
this
blob
afternoon
through
Vegas
the county,
at J. Taupert, presiON
his way from the northern part of the dent of the Bin iness Men's associaAmerican League
Boston, 3; Cleveland, 8.
territory to Santa Fe.
tion, called 'ttie meeting to order. It
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Abercrombie of was decided toilopt the charter and
Philadelphia. 2; Chicago 1. (First
(Antonchico Were here yesterday and constitution cltbe old fair associa- game.)
made arrangements to send their two tion. George A. Fleming was chosen
Philadelphia, 3; Chicago, 2. (Second
daughters to the New Mexico Normal president, F. iO. 3lood secretary and game.)
COMMISSIONERS, WHILE APPROV- - University during the coming school D. T. Hosklns trsasurer. The presiWashington, l; St. Louis, 0. (First
his
game.)
select
ING A RESURVEY, POSTPONE
to
was
dent
year.
emiowjred
Washington, 6; St Louis, 13. (Sec
Simon Garcia y Montoya, a well vice president an I appoint an execuACTION
known resident and prominent repub- tive committee. The officers and ex- ond game.)
New York, 6; Detroit 7.
lican of Sanchez, was in the city to- ecutive committee" were empowered
While the proposition of the
day. He says the country is looking also to appoint such other commit
of Mora for the fixing and
good and the ranchers will have a suc- tees as are required by the constitu
THOSE BAD 8PELLS
of the boundary
lines between
I
tion.
cessful year.
that county and the county of San
Lebanon,
Jet Ky. Mrs. Minnie
manner
The
b( conducting the fair
Mrs. H. S. Burral, wife of the forof
this
Lamb,
Miguel met the approval of the board est
place, says: "I believe
ranger at the El Porvenir station, and securing the exhibits was dis- I would have been dead
of couaty commissioners, that body
by now, had
is the champion woman fisher of cussed for some time. Mr. Fleming
decided yesterday afternoon not to
not been for Cardul. I haven't had
it
the
should
association
that
northern New Mexico. Mrs. Burrall suggested
take Immediate action.
one of those bad spella since I comShould the
landed a trout thirteen and employ a man to call on the fanners
matter not be taken up until after recently
menced to use this medicine." Carletters
and
and
send
them
literature
h
inches in length.
the beginning of the first legislature
dul la a specific medicine for the Ills
Miss Evaline Fleming this after-- that would Interest them la the fair,
the lawmakers of the new state will
from
which women suffer. Made from
of
as
as
the
have general charge
well
be called upon to settle the boundary noon accompanied her aunt, Mrs. A. detail work of
vegetable Ingredients, Carharmless,
fair
the
organizing
J. Thuli, to the latter's home in Wat- for ever.
a
dul
reliable remedy, and lias
la
safe,
of
course, of the
rous where she will visit several days. under the direction,
been successfully used by weak and
According to District
& O. Blood,
Attorney Miss
who
association.
fair
Evaline Is the little daughter
Charles W. U. Ward, the boundary has
ftas had experience in the conduction ailing women for more than fifty
never been definitely settled because of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fleming. of former fairs, wa' asked what the years. Thousands of women have been
of the fact that the law fixing the
cost of holding the exhibition would helped back to health and happiness
LARGE IMPLEMENT
SALES
county lines mentions as an imporbe. He replied that $200 would be by lta use. Why not profit by their
tant point a place called Pinos Altos. The Implement dealers have been onfflyfont Mr. TauPert or the BubI-- experience? A trial will convince you
In fact, two Pinos Altos exist, one busy the past several days setting up
association, and W. J. Lu- - that Cardul la Just What you need.
mSO
on the north and one oa the south of ana preparing lor aenvery
meB,deat ot th- - Commercial club.
hn no dlfflniiltvi
wnnlrt
--the Mora river. Until It, Is decided nuniuer or muwm
aoi, that thPa
n"
u year ,
ftnd 8Uggested
as to which of these is referred to by unusuany neavy grass crop
Bale ot mower a to be
fair association proceed with
that
the
the law the hounaary line prooaoiy has, caused the
'never wlU he definitely known. l.nd brisk. The farmers and ranchers say the knowledge that it would receive
rt'
In the La Clnta canyon Is claimed by
(I
w
xne grass sianas
,
is
n,va
- ..Pind to sue--.
" tn
both, countlea' under the present sta- a pnenomenai.
considerable height ana covers tne ceg8tui exhibitors were' discussed. It
affairs.
of
tus
It is plentiful in every was decided that these should not be
Briefly Btated, the county line runs ground thickly.
of the county and the amount, of expensive, but of sufficient value to
part
of
the
BOO
north
yards
from a point
to be put up this year will he the create interest among the farmers.
home of Leandro Sanchez at Penasco hay
in several seasons. The ter- - Mr- - Taupert suggested that the list of
greatest
directly
Blanco in San Miguel county
ritorial
hospital for the insane is cut- - prizes be made up at once ajnd placed
east of the Arroyo de la Jara; thonce
second crop of alfalfa and the m the bonds ot the business men,
its
to
ting
la
Jara
Arrovo- de
4niivarTir
x
tviiv iuq th
is
the largest In the history of who would be glad to furnish them
yield
river;
the
Sapello
with
its Junction
Three good crops of for the amount of advertising they
intltutlon.
to
the
thence following the Sapello river
this year.
could derive from them and to assist
are
alfalfa
on
expected
thence
the old government bridge;
the fair. It was decided Co hold the
a direct line east, or as nearly as may
enrolled
fair early In October In the armory.
a
raw
was
settleHe
recruit,
all
just
be, to Pinos Altos, leaving
and pay
Several men present said they had
ments on both sides of the Mora river in a crack cavalry regiment,
school.
assured by various farmers that
to
been
the
visit
first
his
the
riding
in
ing
;and In the valley of that, river
would be glad to send samples
the
said
instruc
Ere's
horse,"
they
Pinos
yer
from
thence
county of Mora;
of their crops and other products to
Altos In a direct line to the point of tor.
took the bri the fair. It was decided to Invite the
The
recruit
advanced,
line
the
range
with
its Intersection
dle gingerly and examined his mount farmers ot Mora count; as well as
between ranges Nos. 27 and 28.
those of San Miguel county to send
with great care.
commisThe San Miguel county
i
round
It
exhibits.
this
strap
"What's it got
sioners- would like to see the boundof farm
sufficient
number
to
Should
a
the
cerhe
for?"
girtn.
asked,
pointing
ary question settled at once, but
'
the Instructor, ers and ranchers care to exniDii diouu- explained
'Well,"
to
presthe
tain conditions peculiar
a solemnly, "you see, all our horses ed stock, pens will be provided on the
eat, caused them to decide to wait
before
taking ave a keen sense of humor; an as lots adjacent to the armory where
short time, at least,
Mothey sometimes 'ave sudden fits of they may be cared for. It was sug
action in regard' to the request of
deof
laughter wben they see the recruits, gested that the baseball association
ra county for aid in the work
of races
we put bands round 'em to keep 'em be given charge of a prog
lines.
county
the
fining and marking
and baseball at Amusemmt park on
from burstin' their sides!"
one dav during the fair. The fair
asked
sOJ
often
by
association will devote Itself . exclus
for
been
up
had
staying
Alfred
fondness
George W's
'
to
little
"Whose
up
boy
get
ot
having
ively to the conduction of aa agricul
face
atrangers
in
admiring
the
late
no
at
was
tural and livestock exhibi . The Ra
it
the
of
regulars
perhaps
are you?" that
early alarmed one
made
ta
turned
the
ton team will not dlsbanc" until late
He
House.
be
wonder
that
finally
Sherman
the old
V
In October and the Dawsoo team and
bold to introduce himself, to Mr. W., bles on his elders.
that
one
did
inquir
evening
by
This
saying
remarks
ho
by
prefaced his
he knew it was none of his business, ing very sweetly of a young gentle
but was curious to know how any- man who5 was calling .upon Alfreds
until 2 or 3 and sister, "Whose papa are
you?" Har
"
body could Btay up
THE PARISIAN
1
.
per's Weekly.
eet UO at 8.
"I'm
said
George;
"I'll tell you,"
Chicago
Beads of perspiration are the jew
Oil ...,,oiw
uuuUH"' fast sleeper."
els of toil
Evening Post
Miss Alice Blake Is vistlag friends
In Denver, for which place she left last
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None of the Las Vegas fans should
register a kick about the dearth of
home games. This afternoon the Raton Grays began a series of three
games with the Maroons at Amusement park. The Santa Fe Salmon
Grays are scheduled to play here Saturday and Sunday although there la
a possibility that they may not appear here until later. But the opportunity of seeing the Raton bunch iu
Hiree red-ho- t
contests with tha local
boys should fill the heart of any
fan with Joy.
Barr and Nelson were Manager
John H. York's choice for the Maroons' battery work today. Smith
and Smith. will work tomorrow. Bar-net-t,
it was expected, would be the
main man on the middle mound for
Raton today, while Elder is scheduled for tomorrow's performance. The
Maroons are much stronger than they
have been at any time this season.
They should give a good account of
themselves.
Tomorrow's and Thursday's games
will be played at 3:30 o'clock. In
many of the stores and offices arrangements have been made to allow as many of the employes as can
be spared to attend the games. The
"boss," In many Instances, is taking
his turn along with the rest of the
bunch. Everybody who attends these
week-dagames will get his money's
worth. And the baseball association
needs the money.

TAUPERT'S

;

Jeweler

Optician
Watch Our Windows

RETAIL PRICES

i

2,000 lb, or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 lb, to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

'.

20c

per lOt

lbs.

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
60o per 100 lb.
25o
806

AG U A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Doug-laAvenue.
s

GROSS, HELL
M

Y & CO.

(lncoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS

y

Bishop Hall "of Vermont widely
known as a wit and a scholar In his
home life at Burlington, prefers the
utmost simplicity compatible with
comfort Having on one occasion a
distinguished English divine as a visitor, the latter was considerably impressed, not to say astonished, at the
lack of ceremony observed In the
Episcopal mansion, and, upon retiring
hesitatingly
Inquired If he should
leave his shoes outside the door.
"Certainly, If you like," replied the
nobodyTI
bishop with cordiality;
touch 'em." Metropolitan Magazine.
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SEVEN HOUSES
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Trinidad, Colorado
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$3000.00
Good Business Lot on Center St.
Offer
Want
28 foot Business Lot on Sixth St.
2 Business Lots on Douglas Avenue,
$3500.00
.
near Seventh St

For Rent and
Hoyses, Stores and Farms
:

'

For Sale

FIRJE INSURANCE
The Investment Mid Agency Corporation
Phone

nAorZTMb.

II

clean and press all Men's

arH

and Woman's Garments,
Laces. Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neck
ties; Clean and Blleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats. We call
for and deliver the goods.
523 Sixth St.

Phone Main 35
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Frank Revell,
: ACONlttACTOR and

GDDd

Hake arrangements with us NOW
about connecting to the new city
We have all necessary masewer.
terial on hand for doing this work
and now is the time to get in line
for prompt service.
iit

.

I

y

WNEHS

BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All BUndjMBf
BuTlllngbb Wot aSpeSaltyT"
Opposite Optlo.
Phone Main 836.
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may
may concern that the following rfo.
ibegan! The dirt, actual Mother Earth,
Chas. H. Skies, Lake Valley, N. 'A.
about one-thithe time required by
are first class and good forjstop-ove- rs
scribed estray animal was taken up by
In either direction,
was scraped up with hoes and carted the usual treatment
:
One bay horse, 7 years old, Relies Mustaz,
Chamby
applying
N.
M.
Chamita,
final
blad
limit
and
Do
October
allow
not
1911
kidney
31,
your
away. Walls had to he washed, wood- berlain's Liniment It Is an antiseotlr
&0 lbs., 14 or 14
hands high.
One black horse, about 8 der trouble to develop beyond th?
work scrubbed, and everything re- and causes such Injuries to heal with
Branded
J""! or 9 years old, 800 or 900 lbs.
Take Foley Kid
reach of medicine.
out
maturation.
This
liniment
re
also
most
thoroughoverhaullng
quired the
On right hip
ney Pills. They give quick results and
Branded
soreness
'feves
of
the
muscles
anfl
'
with surprising
and cleantn that a housewife could rheumatic
stop irregularities
Said animal being unknown to this
D.
On left hip
For sale by all drug
pains.
rrmmTrtnttna. (V CI f5haAfr An1 Red
"
devise. When we went out into the gists.
owner
,.
on
claimed
or
unless
toard,
by
Said animal being unknown to this I Cross Drug Co.
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NOTICE

191 1.

frontln8 inches of lots 15. 16, 17.
'
on coin avenue beginning at
alley be- 22, 23, 24.
feet on north side
Mrs. Mattie Green, Dillon, $20 each; lota 4, 5, Herbert W. 28, 29, 30. Investment ft Agency corDougta, ave- - th north side of National avenul
tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and $20 each; lota25, 26.
27, 28, Fletcher E. Blown, $20 each; lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones poration, $20 each; lots 81, 32, and
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
beginning at the alley between 'ginm
the
between
Fourth
ft
alley
thence east for 42 feet, H. G.
?20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lots 8, 9. F. O. Blood. $20 south bait of 33, E. O. Thomas, $50;
T
of record, the City Council of the City Railroad nd Grand avenues, J. Y. Lu-t T,no- running
lot
Coors,
$33.60;
C
of
subdivision
1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, has declar- jail,
,
west X5 fot f )m 1
each; lots 10, 11, E. L. Goff. $20 each; lota 34, 35, and north half of 33, W.
Isncn.
in iota 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12,
I
.o
'""l thj 85
fronting 60 feet avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
lota 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E, F, Maria
ed It to be necessary and proper, In
'
' 7
feet on the north side of on north side of Lincoln
'
fronting
avenue, A. H.
Block 38; lota 1. 2. 3. 4. Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de
.
the opinion of the said City Council, SI. A. GriswoU. $20 each; lots 7, 8. 9.
wo.
fmm th
Baca, $20 each; and Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each .
Harris, $40; lot B,
subdivision Sterns, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 7, 8, F. H. lets 24, 25, E. G.
to have constructed and maintained a 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15, 16, 17. 18. 19. H. tioni
Sea 16. The following described
us and Fifth street. Mar- - of lots 7, 8, 9. 10. 11.being
Murpheyy, $20 each;
fin Crail. $20
12.
frontine
G.
Coors.
12.
$20
each.
lota
9.
10, 11,
sewer in a portion of the 6ald City of
each;
Mary lots 26, 27, 23. 29. 30. 31. Trinidad G. pieces of land
are assessed the
Strickfadden, $68; lots feet on north side of Lincoln avenue, L
Wle
Hann
Block
Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George de Baca, $20 each; lota 32, 33, Frank amounts herein designated:
19; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, W. H. 18. 19,
Laa Vegas, which Is described as
21, heirs of F. B. January uiuo
lot
be
$40;
A,
jo,
Arnot, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, F. S. noy,
Shultz, $20 each; lot 15, J. H. Smith, 20 each- lots 22, 23, Mrs. Cora S.
A piece of land In Block 2 of the Rey
each; lots 34, 35, 36, C.
ing suDaivision or lota 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Rrush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J.
$20; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, H. W. Kelly,
$20 each; lots 37. 38. heirs nolds and Harrold addition and comlota 24. 25, 26, F. H. 12,
0
e
ten;
nner,
50
on
feet
fronting
north side of
The main line of the Atchison, Tc-- $20 each; lots 20, 21, 22, 23, Kate
$20 each; lota 21, 22, 23. 24. of F.
January, $20 each; lots Z3, prising lota 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
plerce. 1.3 each; lots 27, 28, Chas. Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman, J.Slueller,
C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each;
peka and Santa Fe railway company Wright, $20 each; lots 24, 25, Bertha "oaenthal.
v, Mrs. J. A. Patterson. $20 each; 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. 29, 30, 31.
eacn.
$20
lota
$40;
13, 14, Chris Wieeand.
120 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear lots 41, 42, Ethel M.
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben
Bowen, $23 each. 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet on
Block 30: lots 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Olive each; lot 15, Peter
6treet on the South; on the west by ColeB, $20 each.
Roth, $20; lot 16, of lota 27, 28, which latter faces Wash- Block 5; lot 1, Adolph Teltle Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's Sin- $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, Laa Ve-- J. M.
ucher.
17.
lota
a line from the center of the Inter
Cunningham,
$20;
13,
Ben
C.
3.
Evallne
Sec.
The lots and pieces of as
i
baum, $20; lot 2 Tranquilino Gonza- tarium, $240.
Bank, $20 each; lots 7, A. O. Wheeler, $20 each; lota 19, 20, lntgon avenue, Mrs.
section of Tenth street and Lincoln land In the San Miguel Town Co's ad 8. 9, Savins
jamin, $107.20.
A piece of land on the east side o
les 20; lots 3. 4, Carrie Belle
Hulda Rosenthal. $20 each: Mrs, M. J.
Mrs.
21.
to
$43.20:
lot
north
Rellly,
Block 39, lota 1, 2, 3, Frank
Columbia ave dition are assessed as follows:
avenue, thence
the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, helra of F. B.
vogt. $20 each; lota 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, Mrs. Railroad avenue and bounded on the
January, $18: lot 22,
$20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, Atchison, Trinidad G.
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
Block 19; lots A, B, C, D, being sub 1S.
on National avenue, $48, Mrs. Pauline
de Baca, $20 each ; lots 28, north by Main avenue and extending
rrontbe
Graaf, $18; lot 23 front- Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20 29,
east to Eighth street; thence north division of lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf.
Browne
30,
M. Swdt; the west 82 feet 3 Inch
ft Manzanares Co.. $20 thence 150 feet south, Atchison,
25
ing
feet, Chris Wiegand, $20; lot each; lota 7, 8,' Wm. P. Mills, $20 each;
Raynolda avenue: thence east fin, fronting 75 feet on Railroad ave s of loks 15. 16, 17, 18, 19,
t)
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
lots
34,
35,
each;
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, C. D.
fronting 24, fronting 40 feet on Sixth etreet. lota 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20
on Raynolds avenue to Sixth street; nue, $60; lota E.F. being subdivision on
A piece of land lying on the east
Boucher, $20 each; lots 41, 42, Ed San-ne- r
Natidnal avenue, Francis H. Olney, Chris Wiegand, $32.
thence south to Baca avenue; thence of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 50 feet on Na
F.
H.
lota
14,
Pierce
12,
11,
13,
each;
$20 each; lot 5, Juan Sandoval, $20. side of kailroad avenue and bounded
jo!l 20. 21, 22. 23, 24, 25, 26,
Block 11; lota 1, 2, J. K, Martin, $20 each; lota D. E. F., fronting 75
east along Baca avenue to Fourth tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40; lot 65.80;
Z8. M. II. Sundt. 120 each: the tel. $20
12. The iota and pieces of land on the south by Lincoln avenue an
Sec.
lots
3,
4,
Jacob
Kenestrlck
in
a
line midway be- 4, Mrs. S. A. Chaffln, $20; lot$ 5, 6,
each;
feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto
street; thence
subdivisions
In
la
lowing
of
what
known
the
Ilfeld & Baca addition are as extending thence north a distance of
Kenes-tric$20
lot
Mrs.
5,
Rosana
tween Baca and Washington avenues Henry Dinwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8, as
each;
Grimm, $60; lots A. B. C, fronting
825 feet, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
subdivision
lots
as follows:
of
Phillips
sessed
10,
11,
$20; lots 6, 9, 10, 11. 12. Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S,
from Fourth street to Grand avenue; Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lots 9, 12. 13. 14 lot
Fe
Railway Co., $660.
as
Block
O,
designated
2,
lots
1, 2, 3, 4, M. L. Cooley
fronting Foster, $20 each; Iota 7, 8, M. L. Cooj
thence on Garfield avenue to the sold 10, Damacio Montano, $20 each; lota
$69; lota 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura
A piece of land bounded on th
ieei m xauonai avenue, H. A. ley, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 18, D. C, Lewis,
C. Wltten. $20 each; lota 23, 24, The $20 each; lota 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis,
main line of the Atchison, Topeka & 28, 29. Southwestern Building & Loan Wise,
north
Main avenue, on the east by
lot designated ss 1. front- Winters, $20 each; lots 17. 18. M. L. Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, William J. Grand byavenue, and on the west by
Santa Fe Railway company on the association, $20 each; lot 30, Thos. Ing 40 $20: on corner
feet
of
and
Grand
Na
$20
Mills,
lots
W.
12,
11,
3.
each;
Hart
E.
M.
19.
lot.
lot
$20
Mrs.
Cooley.
Mrs.
Katherlne
each;
F. Clay $20; lota 31, 32, Chas. H. Clay,
s25, 26,
east,
Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
tional, Mter J. Wise. $32: lot desig McDonald, 20; lots 20, 21, Investment $20 each; Iota 27, 28, Mrs. Earlckeon,
Anna M $20 each; lota 13, 14, 15, 16, L. E. Crand avenue. Archbishop J. B. Pi
$20 each: lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20; nated as i2,
29 feet on Grand &
fronting
$20
lots
WHEREAS, the said City Council lot 34, Nellie Parish $17.60;
Trainer,
Mrs.
18,
each;
17,
Agency corporation, $20 each; lot Shout, $20 each.
lot 35
L. Thompson and R, J. Taupert taval, $60.
has elected that the whole of the and the north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B. avenue, B. A. Wise. $23.20; lota de- 22, Sarah E. Atkins, $20; lot 23, heirs
Block 40, lots
2, Clarence Iden Hattie
A piece of land on the northwest
signated s 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on of F. B. January, $20; lot 24. the Agua $20 each; lots 3,1, 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie $20 each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stern,
cost of said construction shall be as$22.40; lot 36, Southwest Grand avfenie, Mrs. Hulda
Martinez,
corner
of Main avenue and Eighth
$20
each.
sessed against the lots and pieces of ern
Rosenthal, Pura Co. of Laa Vegas. $20; the south Schaefer, 20 each; lota 6, 7, A, O
ft Loan Association, $20; uo.
street and fronting 58.2 feet on nortfi
I
Block
Jots
land situate in said portion of the lots Bulling
For3;
3,
B.
2,
6,
1,
4,
F.
50
of
A,
feet
24,
lot
feet
A.
fifty
8,
lota
9,
&
$2"
38
fronting
Wheeler,
10,
each;
Southwestern Building
37,
side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie HayBlock z; lots 1, 2, 3, P. J. Murphy, on Seventh street
city or In said sewer district and abut- Loan association, $20 each; a piece of
beginning at the Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long sythe and Evallne C. Benjamin, $20 ward, $46,56.
4, Marcos Garduno, $20;
lots
Mrs.
7,
6,
Emma
each;
F.
ting on the line of said sewer, or so land fronting 60 feet on south side of $20 eaoh;lot
Lincoln
between
C.
Tamme,
H. Schlrmer, $20; lots
and Douglas $20; lot 12,
A piece of land on the north side of
lota 6, 6, i Investment & Agency Cor alley
$20
lots 8, 9, 10, Simon Bachar
near thereto as to be. In the opinion National avenue,
Main avenue beginning 58.2 feet from
being the rear sixty poration, $20 each; lota 7, 8, Mrs. E. avenues, helra of F. B.. January. $40 13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; the ach, each;
of the said City Council,' benefited feet
lots
$20
W.
11,
12,
each;
Block 32, lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Emma Ket west one half of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
13, 14,
of lots 37. 38, E. N. Wild. $48.
the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
S. do Borrero, $20 each; lots 9, 10, ner
by the construction thereof;
and J. M. Turnbull, $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave R. Tipton, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Eighth
Block 20. lots 1, 2, A. G. Zummach, Damacio
extending thensa
lot
$20
11,
(Jallegos,
18,
each;
Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots 86.2 feetstreet and
And Whereas, the said City Council $20
5, 6, Bertie Q. Jameson, $20 each; nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the east half
each; lots 3, 4, Mrs. Hulda Rosen- Adolph Teltlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13, lota
west, Chas. F. Hummel,
19, 20, Mae Henry, $20 each.
8,
Las
of
Town
7,
$20
lota
Co.,
has ordained.
15,
16,
Vegas
19,
17,
20,
18,
fronting
thal, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, $23 each; Manuel F, Biistos, $20 each; lot 15,
Sec. 13. The lota and pieces of $68.96.
each; lota 9, 10,. 11, 12, 13. 14, L. C. 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
lot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave- Seneca T.I Kline,
A piece of land on the north side
$20; lota 16, 17, Ilfeld, $20 each; Iota 15, 16, 17, 18. D. Molse,
land
In the Elston addition are assessSec. 1. That each of the following" nue,
S,
$60; lota 21, 22, Sadie
of Main avenue, beginning at a point
Lydia M. McNair and Constance fronting 50 fret on Railroad avenue, Laa
ed
aa
follows:
Town
lot
lots and pieces of land abuts on the L. Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Ly
Co., $20 each;
Vegas
MeClanahan, $20 each; lots 23, 24, E,
lots 18, 19, front 19, Mrs.
Lot 1, fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh 144.4 feet from the N. W. corner of
Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20 E. W. Layton, $20 each; lota 25 ,26
line of the said sewer to be construct- dia M. McNair and Constance L. Mary50 CblvHe,en $10;
and Eighth street and
avenue
National
a
and
feet
ing
lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on Main avenue
street,
Alfred
21,
ed in the said portion or district of Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16,
Nolette, $20 each; lots 23, Norman and Jean G. Skinner, $20
51.5 west, Lizzie V.
thence
ft orating 50 feet on Rai'- extending
thereo
Sixth
part
Co.
street, Southwestern Realty
24, A. O. tT. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. each; lota 27, 28, A. J. Wertz,
the City of Laa Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 feet on Main avenue,
$20
$41.20.
Carpenter,
Seneca
T
road
.Kline,
avenv.
$40;
$64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
Sec. 5. The lots and pieces of land each.
or is so near to the line of the said Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece
A piece of land on the north slda
12
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, m the BlanChard & Co's addition are
Block 60; lots A. B. subdivision of 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 37, Southwest of Main avenue
sewer as to be, In the opinion of the of land on the east side of Fifth lots 20, 21,
beginning at the Inter
rear
$20
the
29, Kate
each:
riglt,
assessed as follows:
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale, ern Realty Co., $20 each: north one section of Main and National avenues
said City Council, benefited by the street beginning at the alley between 75
Lit 20 fronting 75 feet on
feet
of
half
lot
25,
of
Southwestern
Block
lots
5,
2,
Marie
Rea'ty
1,
Sellar
3,
D.
C.
$40; lots
construction thereof, and each and Main and National avenues and front
E., same subdivision,
and running thence east 751.4 feet
$60; Bullard, $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, Terr! Ambroslo
National avenve. Kate
Sandoval, $60; lot F, same Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry, New Mexico Normal
every one thereof Is therefore hereby ing 50 feet south from said alley, Mrs. lot 30, Mrs. M Solt, $20;Wright,
University,
lots
31, 32, tory of New Mexico, $20
$20
M.
A.
lots
Mrs.
Anna
19,
each;
each; lot 7, subdivisiop, unknown, $20; lots A. B
assessed the amount hereinafter de Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F.
$601.12.
Kate Wright. f20 each, lot 33, Jno. A. A, Jones, $20; lot 8, unknown, $20 subdivision
$20 each; lots D. E. F., George
Shout,
of
lots
22,
such
amount
21,
A
on
the
west
O.
land
side of
pro
Alex
Margaret
signated,
the
being
Blood, $20 each: lots 19, 20,
piece of
J. Roboseer. $2: lot 34. First Nation
of Las Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision, A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred Eighth street extending 50.4 feet
portionate frontfoot share of each of Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23. 'Clin- al bank of Ut Vegas, $20; lots 35, lots 9, 10, First National Bank Monte-florFeliclta Townsley, $20; lot D, same Westerman, $20 each; lota 22, 23, 24, north from the alley between NationVegas, $20 each; lota 11, 12,
such lots and pieces of land of the ton A. Browning, $20 each.
36, 37, 38, S. Colvin. $20 each.
Congregation, $20 each; lota 13, subdivision, Mrs. j. B. Logan, $20; lot 2a, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co., al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
total cost of constructing the said
Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2,
$20 each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark,
Block 32. lot 1, Adolph Teltlebaum, 14, 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 each; lots E, same
sewer within the portion or district 3. fronting 75 feet on Main avenue.
subdivision, unknown, $20,
$40.32.
$20; lots 2, 3. Mrs. G. M. Roberts, $20 17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each; lots
9. The lota and pieces of land $20 each; lots 30, 31, 32, J. H. York,
Sea
A piece of land on the west side
of the said city above described.
40
of
north
1.
feet
2,
3,
lots
the
$60;
$20 each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south
lot 4, Adolph Teltlebaum, $16,25; 19, 20, 21, Joseph Wight, $20 each; in the
each;
of Eighth street beginning at a point
RIedlinger addition are assess half of lot 36, M. M.
40 feet on Fifth street, Mrs.
fronting
lot
Vldal
$20
lots
Sec.
2. The lots and pieces
$70.
5,
6,
each;
Salazar,
of
Padgett,
lota 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each. ed as followa:
$32; lots 4, E, 6. Kate Wright, $20: lots 7, 8, 9, AlexSec. 14. The lots and pieces of 50.4 feet from the alley between Na
land In the Lopez or Zlon Hill addl Hulda Rosenthal,
Sec. 6. ,The lota and pieces of land
Lota 1, 2, 3, Mra. Hulda Rosenthal
tional and Grand avenues and exC. Richley, $20 each:
Mrs.
Jeanette
bind
10,
In
lots
$20
each:
Buena
11,
Vista
addition are
ander McElrov,
tion are assessed as follows:
In the Luieero addition are assessed $20
each; lota 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, J. C. assessed the
thent
north 60.8 feet J.
tending
O.
Mrs.
B.
lots
6,
7,
$20
8,
Williams,
lot
as
follows:
12, Victor! no .U)eytia, $20 each;
Block 13 A; lots , 2, 3. 4, owned
as follows:
M. Bentley. $40.32.
Schlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10,11,12,13,
lots
10, 11, 12, Mrs. O. B. Wil- 13, Genoveva V aides, $20; lots 14, 15,
9,
each;
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5,
Block 1, lot 1, Thos. F. Clay, $20; 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. W. E. Crltee, $20
A piece of land on the southwest
Mary Frances Jones, $20 16, 17, 18, 19, J. V. Grlswold, $20 each
owned by Mrs. B. Danzlger, $20; lot liams and 13
lots
2, 3, C. V. Hedgcock, $20 each; each; lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer, Esther Robblns, $20 each; lota 8, 9, corner of National avenue and Eighth
lots
J.
H.
,14, 15, 16,
each;
C.
&
J.
Ryan,
Marvlna
lots
1, 2, Rokeby Realty lot 4, "Emma E.
$20
Johnsen,
Block
each;
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay,
33,:
$20;
street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
Raywood, fronting 30 ?20 each; lots 22, Chaa. Mayer, $20;
A.
Co., $20 each: lot 3. H. J. Franklin feet, $24; lots 5, 6, fronting 37 feet, lota 23, 24, Mrs. Ix D. Coleman Rus- lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whitthe west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by 20 each: lots 17, 18, Hortense AT.
First Methodist Episcopal
more, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, P. R. street, $60.
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, 59.60; lots 21, Ruby. $20 each; lots 13, 20. Lydia
$20 lots 4. 7. S. 9, 10, Lydia J. Hous Chaa. Ilfeld $29.60: lot designated as sell, $20 each; lota 25, 26,
unknown, Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south halt church,
$20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, 24, ton. $20
McNair,
TettJe5,
lots
6, Adolph
each:
22, 23, 24, owned by American ChrisA piece of land beginning at a
north 50 feet fronting on Fifth street. Vioi.Tn t9f ooiV lots 11 19 helns of O fronting 60 feet on National ave $20 each.
Mra. Louisa R. Layton, $30;
tian Missionary society, J 20 each.
119.3 feet from the southwest
Sec. 10. The lots and pieces of land of lot 19,
nue from the N. W. corner of Nationpoint
C. Koeble $40; middle 50 feet T.mif'
Helen
19
13.
half
lot
and
all
lot
of
20,
north
of
14.
JM
each; lot?
Block 14, lots 1, 2, owned by A. A. of same
al and Eighth, Bessie Cavanaugh. $48. in the Pablo Baca addition are assess
corner of National avenue and Eighth
on
lots
Fifth
street, Mr T
fronting
2n each: lots 15. 16.
Frank Peppard, $30; lots 21, 22, 23,
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on O W. Hereford
and fronting thence west 43
Block 2: lots 7, 8, Jos. M. Sundt. ed as follows;
Mrs. L, D. Coleman Russell, $20 each street
$40; south 50 feet of Josoh G. Brown, $20 each
the west side of Seventh street, be same
on
Block
42.5 feet.
$20 each:, lot 9. A. A. Sena. $20: lot
C
south side of National avenue,
feet
lots
B;
fronting
on
Fifth street.
Block 44, lota 6, 7, Mrs. R. Flint,
lots,
Block S4: lots' 11. 12, I. K. Lewis, 10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20; lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, front
ginning at the alley between Main Felix Strauss,fronting
Henry Goke, $32.
$40.
G.
Coors
H.
$20
each
lots
11,
8,
9,
10,
13,
Shiloh Colored Bap Lilly S. Hodson, $20: lots 12. 13. 14, ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40;
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44
A
of land beginning at a point
Block 22, lot 5, Heirs of H. P. $20 each; lot
Emma Ad- - 159.3piece
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs.
lot
Unknown, 15. 16, 17. 18. 19. 20, 21. J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each; $20 each; lota 12, 13, 14,
feet from the southwest corner
Browne, $20; lots 6, 7, Mrs. Johanna tist church, $20; Chas. 14,
84
lots
west
of
the
Icn,
feet
$20
each;
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 8, 4, R.
W. Allen, $20 $2,1 each.
$20; lots 15, 16,
lota 5, 6, A. O. Erb, $20 each; lots
National avenue and Eighth street
Vollmer, '$20 each; lot 8; Mrs. L. J. each:
84
feet on of
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots
lots 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, S. D. May,
Sec. 7. The lots and nieces of land 7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 each; lota 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting
and fronting thence west 87. 2 feet on
W. Jones, $20; lot
D.
T.
avenue,
5, 6, owned by D. T. Hoskins, $20 Perrine, and Jno,
Hoskins, the south side of National avenue,
$20. fn the Thirty Six Building lots addi 11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17. Mary C. Washington
Mrs. Permella T. Bromagen, $20 ; $20 each: lot 22, Ignacio Valdez,
the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, Las
each; lota 7, 8, owned by Mrs. Paul- 9.
See, 4. The lofs and pieces of land tion are assessed as follows:
Tion-t-n
za teet of lot 10. fronttnn
Dunlap, $20 oaich; lot B0 fronting 44 $67.20;
Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
60
ine Graaf, $20 each; lots 9, 10, owned ttie
on
17,
feet
fronting
Washing
Towa Co's addition
2o
A piece of land beginning at a point
uroat, fzo; the outta In the 1bjs
Block 24A; lota 17, 18, Mrs. Hulda feet, Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20; lot 51, ton 18,
C. H. Schlrmer, $48; lots
Earl M. Herzog, $20 each; partfeet,ofCharlotte
avenue,
by
44
25
10,
lot
$20
Rosenthal.
196.5
lota
Marion
20.
tet Block 8 ; th east, part of lot 1, 33. J. C. Boihlot.eacli;
feet from the southwest corner
feet,
21, fronting
19,
Winters, 22, 23, Chas. Greenclay, $20 each.
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, owned by Mrs. R. on Main avenue, fronting
$20 each.; lota 22. !23,
lot 18, Marlon
George H. Hun
Eighth street
Block 45, lots
of 6. 7. 8. 62
feet of National avenue and
lota 19. 20. 21. 22. TO r Winters, $20:
za, au, neirs or w. u. and Cktra Koog- jrfs.ao;
Flint, $20 each; lots 15, 16, owned by ker, $20; lot 11, D. Wlnternltz and fronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue
of lot 6. Wm. and fronting thence ewst 37.9 feet on
from the corner of Railroad avenue ler, S20 each; lots 24, 25. 26, 31, Mrs. each;' lota 23, 24. 25, 26, Hallet Ray. M. Oreen bender, $50:
Investment & Agency corporation $20 Charles Ilfeld. $20; lot 12, u.
zu eacn; lota 27, 28, 29, 30, F. Hetzier, $10; lota 9, 10, Jno. Rob- - th south elde of National avenue.
and Douglas avenue, Mrs. Hulda Ro- L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots noiu-seach; lots 17, 18, heirs of Augusta
tuns, $20 each: lota 11. 12. 13. 14.
$20; rear 25 feet of lot 12,
part of lots 2, 3, 33, 34, 35, 36, Effle J. Brown $20 each. Mrs. Bena Ilfeld, $20 each; lota 31, 32, me
A
of land be1nninK- at. a point
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20; senthal, $20; the east
Bacharach, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 234.4 piece
- and north half of 33,
Bachar-ac50 feet on Railroad avenue,
Block
Simon
W.
lots
Mrs.
F.
2,
frontine
1,
25,
feet from the southwest corner
BringM.
Mrs.
Ida
21,
Jones,
lots
20,
150 feet on Washing
$20;
17,
18,
fronting
13, 14, 15, Mrs.
lots
Mrs.
Adele
C.
$20;
the
and
Ilfeld,
H.
$40;
W. Rawlins,
W.
of National avenue and Eighth street
Ilfeld, $50; south half ton avenue, H. G. Coors,
hurst, $20 each; lot 3, 5, 6. F. J. Geh$20 each; lot 22, Alice R. Long, 520 ;
$120; lots and
16, west part of lot- - 1, 2, 3, fronting 25 ring, $20 each; lot 4, Mrs. Emma Tam- - of lot 33 and all of 34, 35, 36, Simon
fronting thence west 34.4 feet on
lot 23. Montgomery Bell, $23; lot 24 Charles C. Robblns, $20. each; lots $20
19,
21,
Frank
20,
$20
each;
Peppard,
alme, $20; lots. 7, 8, Mrs. Annie Hart-ma- Bacharach, $70; lot D, N. one half. lots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each. south side of National avenue, Anna
feet on Douglas avenue from the
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockie 17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal,
$27.52.
$20 each; lota 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal- Simon Baoharach, $7.40; S. one half
each; lots 20, 21, 22, A. D. Hlgglns, ley between Railroad and Grand aveBlock 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones,- $20 Yoakum,
Etter, $20.
A piece of land beginning
at a
lots 23, 24, Mrs. Julia A. nues, John Shank, $20; lot 4, Mrs. do C. Twitchell, $20 each; lota 11. 12, Dove Wilson and Esther Robbins, each; lots 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20
$20 each;
268.8 fe& from the southwest
$7.40.
Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Jefferson Gregory. $20 each; lots 25, 26, heirs Lydia M. McNali. $10; lot 5, M. W. 15, 16, R. E. Twitchell, $20 each.
11 point
20
lots
lot
10,
and
of
feet
each;
Block 1; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds,
corner of National avenue and Eighth
Sec. 8. The' lota and pieces of land
on north
Raynolds, $20 each; lots 5, 6, I. H. & of H. P. Browne, $20 each; the north Browne, $20: lots 6, 7, Janet Ross,
Investment & Agency street and
d
Baoharach la the Hill Site Town Co's addition $20 each; lota 4, 5, Florence Lehmann corporation,side,
fronting thence west 100
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided
5 feet on south side
$36;
part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 107 feet $20 each: lots S, 9, 10,. D.
$20 each; lot 6 and south half of lot
feet on the south side of National ave
C. Duel are assessed as follows:
11 and all of lot 12, Lydia M.
of lot 7, heirs of Clara Koogler, on Sixth street, heirs of H. P. Browne, Brothers, $20 each; lot 11,
of
lot
D.
nue, Henry Goke, $80.
$30; north half of lot
a
of lot 7, $S5.60; the south' part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, $20; lots 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, O. L.
Block 34; lots 1, 2, F. E. Olney, $20 , and J.allLeahy,
$6.67; undivided
$24; the east one half of lots
A
of
lot
8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth- - McNair,
of land fronting on norths
$20
75
4
C. V. Hedgcock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 43 feet on Sixth street, First Houghton and Frank Springer,
oh
feet
$20
each; geb, $30; lota 9, 10, 11, Vincent Truder 13, 14, fronting:
Washing side piece
each; lots 3, ,5, unknown,
of Douglas avenue, beginning at
$20;
&
Erb
3
Westerman,
6
west
company,
13,
F.
ton avenue,
each: lot
E. Olney, $60; the
lot 6, and feet inches of the north
Douglas Avenue Building
Baptist church $35.40.
a point 128 feet from northwest corof lots 1S, 19,. 20, fronting of lot 7, Luble Gllstrap, $25; south IS $20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M. one half of lota 13, 14, fronting 75
$20 each; lota 11, 12, San Miguel Na
of
avenue and Eighth!
ner
1, S, M. A. Otero, part
lota
$20
Robina
Block
lots
Adler,
17,
16,
23;
each;
Lincoln
of
on Washington, $60; the east 50 street Douglas
75 feet on the north side
feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north one
tional bank, $20 each; lota A. B, C, $20
and runing thence west 28
lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, Investment avenue
Smith Pontlous, $20 each; lota 50, feet
between Rail- half of lot 8, Southwestern Building
18 fronting 50 feet
of
from
the
lota
16,
ft.
15,
alley
17,
Charles Ilfeld, $20 each; lots D. E, & each;
feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
corporation, $20 each; lots road and Grand avenues, Sarah E. At- & Loan association, $25; lots 9, 10, 51, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 feet Cecilio
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each: 8, Agency
on Washington avenue, Mrs. EmmaD.
A piece of land fronting on north
Whitmore, $20
9, Mrs. Harriett
20, and one half of ?, Eugenio B. Galle- - Rosenald, $90; lota 54, 55, 66, frontof lots 18, 19,
part
kins
lot 15, helra of Sallie Rosenthal, $20;
$60;
92 feet, W. J. Pochel, $73.60; lot Burks, $40; the center 60 feet of lots side of Douglas avenue beginning at
lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. H. Hunter
ing
each;
side
north
on
S
25
H.
feet
the
F.
F.
and
Pierce
18.
$20
16.
Bessie
17,
lota
Jaffa,
fronting
gos, $50; lots 23, 24,
18; Emeline Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on a point 156 feet west from northwest
$20 each; lot 13 and west half of 14,
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21. Jas. heirs of Betsy J. Sebra, $30; east half of Lincoln avenue beginning at a each; lots 25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe, 20, W. N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots Washington avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth'
2
between
9
In
$20 each; the south 16 feet and
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots ZZ, 26,
wlnt 100 feet from the alley
west 49
$2C $40; the west 50 feet of lots 15, 16, street,' and running thence
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, A. H.
of lot 14 and all of lot 15, A. J.
W. Wesner, $20 each.
Railroad and Grand avenues and run- ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40: each; lota 26, 27. H. G. Harris,
17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.
$20
Coors,
$30; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, the First
23 feet, Kate Wright, the north 8 feet 3 Inches of lot 28, all
west
thence
lot
19,
ton
Chas.
Rfeld,
$40;
avenue,
A piece of land fronting on north.
lots 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teltle
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas Methodist. Episcopal church, $20 each; ning
18, 19, 20, of lot 29, and the south 8 feet of lot each;
A.
part of lots
$20 lots 20, 21, 22, W. G. Ogle, $20 each; $20:
side of Douglas avenue beginning at
Masonic Building association,
baum, $20 each; lots 30, 31, A. O. Chas. Ilfeld, $20; lots 20, 21, E. A,
of
side
ox
north
the
25
south
L.
S.
fee
the
30, Mary
Marsh, $32.98;
a point 202 feet west of the north
Wheeler, $20 each; lota 32, 33, front Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23,
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. S. Duncan, lots 23, 24, 25, 26 C. W, Wesner, $20 fronting
Lincoln avenue beirmnlng at a point 16 feet of lot 30 and all of lots 31, 32, ing 69 feet 5 Inches, D, Wlnternltz, Hammond, $20 each.
west corner of Douglas avenue and
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21, 22, M. Jeffer each.
125 feet west of the alley between Mrs. Emma Benedict, $52.80.
Block 47: lota 6. 7,. and north hair Eighth street and running thence west
$55,60.
son, $20 each; lots 23 .24, Mrs. aMrie
of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; south half 42 feet. W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
iota 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Harriet Railroad and Gran avenues and runlots
1, 2, Chas. H. Spor- Block
Block
35;
26;
15,
14,
lots
13,
Hulda
Rosen
each;
Block
lot
Mm
2,
$20
2;
Hayward,
A piece of land fronting on north
lots 4, 5, J. S. ning thence west for 25 feet, Crom- leder $20 each; lots 3, 4, A. H. West, thai $20; lots 3, 4, Isidor Gallegos, of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew
16, 17, fronting 75 feet on Sixth street. Whitmore, $20 each;
18,19,20, $20 each; lota 5, 6, Eugene and P D.
Devine, $50; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich- side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
lots
6, 7, Mrs. well estate. $20; lartof
$20
each;
lots
of
rear
Raynolds,
lots
A.
A,
lot
6,
$20;
$20
Jones,
each;
City of Las Vegas, $60;
on
of
side
17,
north
feet
25
east boundary of public school grounds
$20 each; lots 8, 9, frontine
Town Co. $20 each; lota 9, 10, 11, 12, 6. 7, B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots ard Davidson, $20 each; lots 15, 16,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on Helen C. Dresser,
LinC. Smith, $20 each; lots 19, and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
12, Lincoln from corner of Grand and
13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave- 8, 9, 13, 14,Browne.& Manzanares, $20 18, ,H.
Sixth street, Toung Men's Christian 10, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each;14,lotColo20, 21, Geo. P. Hile, $20 each; lots F.' Elston, $32.80.
coln avenues runring east, Frances nue Hill Site Town Co., $60; lots 15, 16,
13,
lota 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Gilchrist, 22,
association, $60; lot 18, City of Las Mrs. Anna Ward, $20:$20lots
23, J. C. Rex, $20 each.
A piece of land fronting on north
lots 15, H Olney and Mrs E. B. Shaw, $20: Ed. C. Ward, $20 each ; lots 17, 18, Mrs. each;
each;
Co.,
rado
M.
Telephone
and
W.
Annie
R.
4,
6,
12,
lots
lot
5,
$20;
$20
Hall,
each;
Vegas; $20;
25. 26. Mrs. S. A. Stoner, $20 Katherlne Rathrock, $20 each; lota 19,
8; lots 6, 7, H. i). KeinKen, side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
Block
the
of
lots
properTrustees
18,
19,
17,
16,
$20
R.
$20
S.
each;
Mrs.
each;
16,
A
Flint,
15,
Brewer,
S P. and
lots 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey,
l
$20
285 feet west from northwest
church each: lots 21, 22, Thos. Foster, $2U 20. 21. 22, G. J. Quinn, $20 each; lots
lot 7, Adolph Teltlebaum, $20; lots $20 each; lots 11, 12, 13. 14, S. D. a point
subdivision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting ty of the Protestant
24, Mary C. Dunlap, $20 lots
23,
lots
Mexico.
of
New
corner
$120;
each;,
of
each:
Co.,
Town
Douglas avenue and Eighth
district
Site
Hill
be26,
25,
the
in
24,
137.5
23,
avenue
feet
33 feet west side of Grand
50, 51, 52, 63, 54, fronting
C. Duel. .$20; lot 28,
lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. street and running thence west 202
$20 each; lots 27, 28, Paul B. BlacK-shea- Mary C. and R. D. Dunlap, $110; lots May. $20 each;
the the same fronting 150 feet on National eah: lot 27. D.
S.
ginning at a point 87 feet from aveM. Dougherty, $20 each; lota 18, 19, feet, Board of Education of the City
avenue: lots 20, 21, 22. R. L. & Myrtle Kate Wright, $20; lots 29, 30, Mrs.
$20 each.
55. 56, 57, fronting 87.5 feet, A- - B.
alley between Douglas and Main
Mrs. Minnie Detterick, $20 each; lots of Las Vegas, $161.60.'.
25, A. Carpenter, $20 each; lot 31, C. A.
New-leB.
H.
Wm.
69,
Shillinglots
2,
1,
lota
58,
36;
Block
$70;
nues. Mrs. R. Flint, $26.40; subdivi Houghton, $20 each: lots 23, 24,
Watson,
or the Ptviess. $20; lots 32, 33. 34, Mrs. S.- A. law.
20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
A piece of land fronting on sown
the
of
property
26.
Trustees
24
E.
Wheel
B.
L.
feet
F.
4,
lota
3,
60,
Adams,
4,
3,
lot,
$20
2,
each;
1,
lots
$20
each;
fronting
sion of
Block 49. lots 6, 7, J. J. Laubach, side of Main street, beginning at east,
in the Hill. $20 each; piee of land fronting
church
beEniscopal
V.
Protestant
F.
6,
lota
5,
19,
Grand
18,
lots
Gmlney,
Bryant,
Margaret
avenue,
of
side
$20;
on the west
lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 75 boundary of Douglas avenue publ'o
side of Douglas er, $20 each;
C. W. Wesner, $zo $20 each; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem- $20 each;
the district of New Mexico, SR0: lots 27, 25 feet, on the sotrh
at a noint 25 feet $20 each; 'lots 7, 8,
ginning at a point 54 feet south of aveon
Grand
avenue, J. K, Martin, school and running thence east 45
feet
each.
$20
G.
avenue
beeinning
Crockett,
Mrs.
Mrs.
28,
Jas.
9.
Betty
25,
Southwestern
10,
Realty ing, $20 each; lota 22,
each: lota
alley between Douglas and Mainsubdilota
15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet, Mrs. F. Elston, $36.
of alley between Railroad and
$00;
wpst
M.
Roo12, Lydia
Young, $20 each; lots Z3, 24, Mrs.
nues. Mrs. B. Giltner, $19.20;
Block 27, lots 1, 2, 3, H. W Kellv, Grand avenues, beirg a part of the rear Co., $20 each; lots 11,
J. W. Hesser, $60.
A piece of land fronting on south
vision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 30 rn pjrh: lots 4. 5. (!. 7. Mrs. .T. "T. of lots 32. 33, 34, Theresa Block, $20. McNair, $20 each; lota 13, 14, C. D. ina J. Smith Pontlous, $20 each; lot Second street,
of Main avenue, beginning at a
side
Saul
ave16,
27,
15,
lota
lota
Ix
$20;
Grand
$20
Mrs.
of
each;
west
Maximo
side
Klngsley,
26,
Boucher,
lot
Block
$20;
3,
on
the
50;
Lopez,
feet
Cunnlntrham. $20 each: lot? 8. 9, 10,
45 feet east of west line of
A niece of land 'fronting 25 feet on Rosenthal $20 each; lots 17, 18, Wal 28, A. B. Watoson $20 each; lota 29,
30
feet
point
a
at
point
nue, beginning
lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 5, 6, Q. Mrs.' F. Elstons property and run11, H. W. Kelly, $20 each; lots 12, south side of Dowlas avenue begin
lota
19,
20,
$20
S.
$20
Natalia
Mrs.
Jones,
each;
ter
each;
between
30,
Hayward,
Douglas 13, 14, heirs of C. H. Bradley, $20
south from the alley
between Grand and Rail Peter and Margaret Murphy, $20 each; lota 31, 32, Wm. F. & M. B. Hetzier, M. de Sllva, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9,
50 feet, Wm. J.
and Main avenues, Mrs. Lena Teltle- each: subdivision of lota 15, 16, front- ning at alley Crtrtrwell estate, $20.
Romero, $20 each; lots 10, 11, 12, ning thence east for
avenues,
S.
$20
road
Jas.
each;
Duncan,
lots
22,
each.
21,
$20
Na
of
side
R.
$40.
north
on
the
lots
29,
baum, $24.
Mills,
28,
Frank Roy, $20 each;
ing 150 feet
Block 9, lot designated as lot L lets 23, 24, Charlotte Fifgate, $20
Block 3; lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20; R. Rogers, $20 each; lots 30, 31, James
Block 17; lots 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, W. R. tional avenue and running west from
A piece of land beginning at a point
M.
65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy each; lots 25, 26, Mate M. C. Hill, $20 lota 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20
Mrs.
7,
8,
lots
fronting
each;
$20
Williams.
Hul- 95 feet from east lino of Mrs. F. ElSixth and Seventh
W.
Mrs.
between
lot
32,
$20
the
Hanson,
each;
alley
t,
M.
lot 2, Lydia J. Bun each; lots 27, 28, helra of Mrs.
each; lot 7 and south half of lot 8, da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36, ston,
J. Crowley, 20 each; lota 9, 10, 11. 12, streets. B. S. Harrison, $120; lota 17, V. Clements, $52;
running thence east 50 feet, Mrs.
$20 each.
Thos. Lipsett, $30; north half of lot 37, 38, Mrs.
Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots 18. Mrs. Harriet S. Van Petten, $20 ker. $20; lot 3, IsaM Henry, $20; lots
$20 F. Elston, $40.
Hayward,
Josephine
lots
each:
12
J.
$20
O.
and
E.
4,
each;
6,6,
$20
5,
Bunlw,
Lydda
8
2,
4,
3,
lots
lots
1,
9, 10,
and all of
Burch, each; lota 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown,
Block, 37,
13, 14, James S. Duncan,
each; lota 19, 20, F. E. Sturges. $20
NOW THEREFORE, according to
a piece of land composed of lota 15, each; lots 21, 22, Isabel Henry, izu 6, 7, Laa Vegas Lorise I. O. O. F. No. feet of the north side of lot 7, Charles $50; lots 11, 12. W. J. Pochel, $20 $20 each.
lot
F.
8,
B.
$20;
Olney,
H. Stevenson, $130; the south twelve each: lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 60 and
the
16 17, 18. fronting 150 feet on Doug- each; lots 23, 24, J. C. & Marvima 4. $20 each;
provisions of Chapter 72, Laws of
Sec. IS. The iota and pieces of
as bt 9, fronting 65 and one half feet of lot 7, all of lot south half of 1U 51, N. A. Sunderlin,
aa amended by Chapter 96, Laws
las avenue, James S. Duncan, $120; .Tohnsen, $20 each: lots 25, 26, Mrs. lot designated
1901,
In
veA.
A.
land
and
addition
Baca
J.
the
side
of Douglas f
8 and the north one half of lot 9, D. $130; north half of lot 51 and all of
lota 24, 25, 26, Mrs. Helen C. Dresser, Lucy A, Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 28, feet on south
of
are
1903,
as
follows:
any owner or owners In whole
assessed
A. O'Rourke
W. Condon, $40; the south half of lot lot 52, H. C. Toung, $30; lots 53, 54,
nue, Adolph Coors, $52:00. .
$20 each; lots 27. 28, Lilly
Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
or
In
or their legal representaBlock
B.
A.
Rosenlota
de
Mrs.
2,
W.
2,
Hulda
lot
E.
part,
lot
1,
1,
11,
&
10,
lota
Mrs.
55,
of
Kaser,
$20
f'lark
all
10;
Chaa.
Block
29,
each;
Ilfeld,
Forsythe, 9, and
fronting
$20 each; lot
Block 29, lots 1, 2, and the north $20; lot 2, Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20; $50; lots 12, 13, 14, Vincent Trader, $20 37.5 feet, Chas. Ilfeld,' $30; lota 56, 57, Manzanares, $20 each; lota 3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has the right within ten days
$20
thal - $20: lota 80, 31. F.35,C. 36.Bope,
Mutual 10 feet of lot 3, TJpton Hays, $48; the lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of each; lots A. B. C. D, being subdivi- 58, 59, 60, fronting 140.9 feet, F. J. Miguel Baca, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 22, after the date of the last publication
lots 32. 33, 34,
each$20 each; south 15 feet of lot 3 and all of lota land fronting 40 feet on west side of sion of lots 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 Gehring, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18, 23, J. A. Baca, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 20,
association,
Loan
&
Building
of this notice, which aald last date
land fronting 50 feet on north 4, 5, 6, 7, R. F. Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9, Sixth fltreet; beginning on north at feet on Columbia avenue; Lizzie V. Ernest L. Browne, $20 each; Ms 19, 21, Aurella M. Baca, $20 each; lots
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 11, property of Theresa Bloclt. Theresa Camenter, $80; lots E. F. being sub 20. 21, 22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 each; 9, 10, Maria R. Baca, $20 each; lots will ha on tha Slat day of August Ju
Jas.
10,
the
avenue,
being
Douglas
side of
12. Eliza J. McAllister, $20 each; sub Brash, $32; piece of land fronting 40 division of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, frontln
lots 23, 24, J. B. Floyd, $20 each; lots 11, 12, 15, 16, Valerlo Baca, $20 each; B , 1911, to bring suit in the District
West 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision
division of lots 13, 14, fronting 142 leet on west side of sixth street be Rfl feet on Columbia avenue, F. J. 25, 26, E. Tooncay. $20 each; lots 27, lots 13, 14, 19, Filadelfo Baca, $20 Court
having Jurisdiction according to
of the Ija Vegas Town Co'a addition,
of land feet on National avenue beginning at ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half 28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lots 29, 30, each; lot A, Filadelfo Baca t1 Mi
Vort St, Lewis. $40; a plee. side
to review the action of the sal
law,
of the northwest corner of National ave- and
C.
Mrs.
lotaB.
46.9
38,
36,
40
Esther
and
Wilson
thence
. tin fid feet on north
37,
running
north
feet, Employees Savings guel Bcca,$20;
'of lot 20, Dove
fronting
at the east nue and Fourth street, Mrs. Hulda Ro- feet, H. G. txors, 532; piece of land iRohMns $30: north one half of lot 20 ft Building association, $37.52.
F. G. de Baca, $20 each: lo.s U, 25, City CounciL
Douglas avenue, beginning
4
63
east
on
feet
Lin-'anthe
CHAS. TAMME, City Clerk.
d
north" side of
Block 4, lots 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Julia S. 26, 27, F. a Oswalt, $20 eacL; lots
fronting 42 feet
,x,. senthal, $113.60;
aQ of 21, L. G. Calhoun, $30; lots
end of land or vogx as
oO
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LOCAL NEWS

A HOUSEHOLD FAVORITE

Isn't that draft beer fine at
x
Opera Bart

It It a combination of the best elements contained In, and
extracted from
PURE WINTER WHEAT

to make

Each package contains a recipe for

12

12 Angel Food

Cake,

different kinds of Cake.

Price Per Package, 40c.
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico Slate Fair Albuquerque Oct.

"Birdmen"

9-1-

1911.

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

of

international repute will thrill the crowds for
1
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

Jjiooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:13 Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
;
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus.

th

R. A. Shearer of Mineral Hill applied
Always get the best at Nolette's
yesterday at the court house for 4
barber shop.
as bounty on one wild cat and one
We have a new supply of Ink pads coyote killed by him recently near
for rubber stamps, all sizes and col- his home. Merejildo Gonzales, a rest
dent of the country near Romerovllle,
ors. OPTIC OFFICE.
also applied for 8 as bounty on four
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Wltten ex- coyotes.
pect to remove soon to the house on
Seventh street occupied by Dr. and
Mrs. Tomasita Duran, aged 85 years,
died yesterday at her home in
Mrs. F. R. Lord.
Death was due to old age
Wanted Operator to copy Associat- and a complication of diseases. Mrs.
ed Press report over The Optic's Duran was the mother of Eugenlo Duteased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30 ran, an employe of the Las Vegas
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
Milling company. The funeral will occur tomorrow in Chaperito.
Dawson took the last game of a
three game series from Raton SunThe most enjoyable event of this
day. Lansing was pitted again "Babe" week will be the dance to be given
Elder, Raton's star twlrler, and got In the armory Friday evening by the
away with the gods. Tbe score was Greater Las Vegas band. A big crowd
6 to 4.
is expected to be present. In honor
of the occasion the band will wear its
The Greater Las Vegas band will new uniforms. An admission fee of
cents will be charged.
practice this evening In the city hall. twenty-fiv- e
All members are requested to be pres
Chief of Police Ben Coles Bays
ent at 8 o'clock as business of impor
tance will be brought up for the con- many delivery teams are damaging
sideration of the band.
the parkings about the city because of
the carelessness of the drivers. The
The Junction City, Kan., baseball weights by which the horses are held
team has taken two out of three games during the absence of the drivers al
fro mthe Cheyenne Indians onthelat- - low the animals too much freedom.
ter's grounds. The Junction City boys They stamp down the grass on the
are fast ball players. They may make parkings and eat small limbs off the
a trip . through the southwest and trees.
the Maroons' management will atThe campaign against the weeds Is
tempt to get them to play here.
on In earnest in both city and town and
At a meeting last night of the East vacant lots end back yards are being
Las Vegas Fire department, R. W. rid of the weed nuisance. This thor
Smith and Arthur Minium were elect- ough cleanlng-uhelps to eradicate the
ed delegates- - to represent the depart- fly pest and goes a long way toward
ment at the annual convention of the making the community healthful. So
New Mexico Association of Firemen, far this summer there has been a min
which meets September 28, 29, and imum of sickness, due in a large meas30th at Clovis. Leon Thornhlll was ure it is believed to the willingness
elected alternate. x
of property owners to keep their premises free from filth, refuse and weeds.
Dr. A. E. Potter, a practicing phy
sician of St. Louis, Mo., has come to
Postmaster F. O. Blood has received
Las Vegas to lcate.
He recently notice that his recommendation for an
took the examination before the New increase In the salaries of V. H. Waite,
Mexico Medical board at Santa Fe, re a carrier, and E. S.
Showalter, clerk,
ceiving a certificate to practice med has been approved by the postal deicine In the territory. He Is a gradu- partment Beginning July 1, Mr. Waite
ate of the College of Physicians and will receive J1.100 per year and Mr.
Surgeons of St. Louis.
Showalter will receive J900 annually.
Copperton, Valencia county, has been
The amount of wool being brought discontinued as a postoffice and mall
to the city is increasing daily and the Will be sent to Grant. Fulton's postoflocal dealers are filling their ware fice also has been closed and mall for
houses. Wool Js plentiful tms year that place will be sept, to Ribera. Waland of good quality. This 19 the sea- ter B. Gray has received notice of his
son of the year when the ranchers appointment as postmaster at Ogle,
are settling their accounts at the lo Quay county.
cal 'stores. Business, as a result, has
been brisk.
, FIRE!
Total loss!'
Manager C. H. Schlrmer of the
Nothing insured!
Western. Union Telegraph company
Luck is fickle,
requests that all call boxes, which fail
You may be next.
to bring a messenger boy when they
Cutler Brothers'
are used, be reported to the office. In
Representative will call
this way prompt repairs can be made.
At your request.
Otherwise it is necessary some times
Phone Main 124
for a lineman to try out a score or
more of the call boxes in order to
remedy trouble that may exist.
p

Secy-Mng- r.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
A General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts said yes-

Screened and Lump Raton CerriUos

GOALAP3E3WOOO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Reeular dance at Rosenthal hall
for all.
Wednesday night Flowers

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

terday that all the suites in La Casa
de Ramona, the Normal woman's dor
mitory, have been engaged for the
coming school year. A large number
of reservalon have been made also in
the other rooms of the building.
There Is every indication that the
building wll be filled with roomers before the opening day of the school.

Max Kordhaus is continuing to im
prove rapidly from his recent opera
tion In a Santa Fe hospital. Mr. Kordhaus exDects to be able to return to
his home in this city next Sunday.

BOY

EVENING

LUNCH

Lawrence
Yakima,
Wash., was killed on tte Union Pacific
near Green River, Wo., today, while
enroute east with a shipment of sheep.
He fell under the trfn and had his
right leg cut off, dying shortly after
I
the accident.

--

THE GRAAF & HAYWABD CO;

I

BOUCHER

SuissorlSio' for

GREENBERQER
A

Tho- - Optio

(The Coffee Man.)

Square Deal

F. H. PIERCE CONDUCTS PERSONAL EXCURSION TO DAM
SITE

In order that they might see what
is being accomplished in the construction of the Camfield dam, F. H. Pierce,
trustee and contractor for the Cam-fielDevelopment company, yester
day afteroon escorted the members of
the board of trustees of the Las Ve
gas land grant on a personally conducted trip to the dam site. The trus-tree- s
expressed themselves as both
surprised and pleased at what they
saw. The thing that Impressed the
members of the board most favorably
was the system of construction that
has been adopted.
This looks like
at
business and efficient business

Have Your House

Wired

d

that

you can use any of

Then

the modern appliances.'

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Power Co.

&

Las Vegas Light

The dummy trains are at present
dumping dirt filled on the dam site.
A spill way has been run beneath in
order that any water that may come
in may be released without damage
to the dam before its completion. This
will be filled up later. The trip to
the dam was made In the automobiles
of F. H. Pierce and K. D. Qoodall.

Great
Mission Values
Electric Dome

More people, men and women, are
suffering from kidney and bladder
trouble than ever before, and each
year more of them turn for quick re
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney Remedy, which has proven it
self to be one of the most effective
remedies for kidney and bladder ail
ments, that medical science has de
vised. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
'
Drug Co.

Like cut only $9.50.

Electric Lamps
$6t00 Values $3.50

Mission Clocks
$12.00 Values $8.50
See these

goods in
windows

ATTENTION

our

J. C. JOHNSEN &
SON

Fresh Tomatoes
15c

We advise ' every woman

per pound

in

Las Vegas to read the articles
published by the Laundrymen's
National Association of Ameri-

ca in the current

FOR 30 DAYS

Issue of The

.
'
Saturday Evening Post.
You will find out what the
women who patronize the bet-

ter Laundries

know.

A cordial invitation Is extend-

basket

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

ed you to visit our plant at any
time and thus verify the truth
of these aricles.

Every Sack Guaranteed

J. H. STEARNS
Las Vcgls Steam Laundry

GROCER.

617 Dougias Ave.

Main 81.

I

For good things to Eat Go to

STETSON

STETSON

Las Vegas

v

:

-

Call for a

INSPECTJESERV01R

Try a Glass of Imported
Bistnark Rollmops . .40c
Bismark Herring
40o
Bismark Herring (In
Mustard Sauce) 40o
"Camembert" German
Cheese
50o
"VEZZET" Holland
BCo
. Cheese
Fresh Selected Lobster
(in glass)
5 Co

-

GET THE HABIT

TRUSTEES OF GRANT

wm

1

TRAIN

BY

quality buy a

CHOICE

65c per

THE BEST PLACE

KILLED

If you want a rattling
good Hat of style and

ar-

rived, we are showing The
new "Wakefield" that you
can wear as a common Crush,
Telescope, or an Alpine. We
also have all the new shapes
in Derbeys.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 8.
Swanson, 21 years olfl, of

Apricots for
Canning

FOR THAT

Our full line has just

The Las Vegas lodge of the Elks
will meet tonight dn the O. R. C. hall
Several candiIn regular session.
dates will be Initiated into the order
A large attendance of Jthe members Is
expected.

CHOICE

in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

HATS

Is on Up
The board of directors of the Com
Tony Faust draught beer
" of the
mercial club will hold an important at the Opera Bar, and
over an
meeting this evening In the club finest draught beers served
.
rooms.
tar in the city.

Cha-perlt-

A

I

10

1

SWAMS DOWN
Proparad Galas Flour

44 Ounce net Package. Sufficient
And

Hot lunch every morning at
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

ASTERS

Fine
Pink Only

$tmQQ

par dozen

HARVEY'S

and worth it

Perry Onion

Store Phone Main 462 Ranch Phono

.ini'Dv;;

IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
Engage accommodations now.
Carriage out Wednesday and Sat
Terms, 2 per day, $10 week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
I

ill Oi'l.

Son

Mln 276

in

Fifch'a Golden Wedding Rjvs, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery

to you.

At the Lobby, of course.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

